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ABSTRACT

The cellular method ®, developed by the author, utilizes an innovative approach to 

determine the optimal shading form for a given period that would yield maximum energy 

efficiency. The method examines numerous cells, located on a proposed exterior shading 

plane, for their periodic shading necessity. The overall periodic shading necessity of all 

cells reveals an optimal shading necessity pattern which in turn provides maximum energy
■ d

conservation in mechanical systems while thermal and visual comfort are maintained. In 

addition, by examining different shading planes for a given period, the method can provide 

an optimal three-dimensional shading necessity pattern. In contrast to previous methods of 

defining shading form, where moderate calculations are often utilized, this method takes 

advantage of the capabilities of today’s computers. By extensive hourly examinations of 

numerous cells, considering different parameters determined by the user, the method 

provides much finer resolution of shading necessity patterns. Such patterns indicate more 

accurate shading forms which can optimize building energy conservation.



CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 THESIS OVERVIEW

This introduction establishes the necessary background to support this thesis, including the 

following areas: general background, problem statement, importance of the research, 

objectives, research plan, and literature review. The core of this thesis is Chapter 2: 

“Proposed Method”. Most of the creative endeavor of this thesis is presented in the 

introduction of Chapter 2 and in the introduction of its different sections. In addition, the 

sections of Chapter 2 include theoretical support for the different models of this method. 

Chapter 3, Method Illustration, presents study cases to illustrate some of the method 

capabilities. Finally, Chapter 4 suggests future studies and validation of the method, closing

with overall conclusions.



1.2 GENERAL BACKGROUND

1.2.1 Current Energy Crisis

Modem technologies have produced innovative insulation materials and mechanical , 

devices to control indoor thermal comfort. Consequently, generic-building prototypes were 

able to endure various climates (Chalfoun, 85), inducing the development of large 

communities in extreme climatic regions. However, these devices consume a great amount 

of energy, particularly while confronting extreme climates since they counterbalance high 

heat gain or heat loss from current ineffective building design. Instead of accommodating 

the different environments, building design has progressively became enclosed and 

isolated, while its interior thermal and visual conditions is controlled by artificial means. 

Consequently, this approach has led to a rapid rise in energy consumption (Behling, 1996).

Awareness of the consequences of the increasing energy consumption was heightened 

following the oil crisis in 1973, when western countries has become more aware of the 

limited energy available (Allard, 1998). As a result, new national regulations have 

developed in several countries to reduce the building energy consumption from heating and 

air conditioning, by increasing the envelope insulation and sealing the building envelope to 

reduce air infiltration. Unfortunately, this approach has accompanied with the decline of the 

indoor environment health (Allard, 1998).



In spite of the regulations to reduce energy consumption, the sustainability of our 

environment is still in a critical threat. Only about a quarter of the world nations are 

responsible for about three quarters of global energy consumption and of pollution 

production (Behling, 1996), whereas, the others developing nations seek to attain the same 

living standards. Furthermore, many of the developing nations have a vast population 

which is still growing. A partial solution for the increasing energy problem and the 

depleted health quality of indoor environment is to increase the use of renewable energy 

sources. For instance, in the building sector, allowing, through appropriate control, for solar 

energy and airflow to penetrate into the building, not only results in energy conservation 

but also provides an interior environment richer in contrast which stimulates work and the 

connection with the outdoor and the nature cycle (Melet, 1999).

1.1.1 World Sustainability

1.1.2 Intelligent Buildings

The use of renewable energy sources was a constituent of the vernacular building design 

previous to the industrial revolution. (Behling, 1996). However, utilizing renewable energy 

sources while maintaining the contemporary living standards, frequently, requires more 

sophisticated building controls. Seasonally operated manual controls, which are simple to 

use and easy to maintain, have been found to be more reliable, therefore, more energy 

conserving than complex automated devices which frequently fail or cause maintenance 

problems and occupants frustration (Burt, 1987). Direct control of the renewable energy
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sources is primarily provided by the building envelope, which also operates as a barrier to 

rain, snow, and smoke, and filters air, heat, wind, light, sound, and odors (Olgyay, 1957).

Recently, innovative glazing systems which reduce heat loss and double-skin fagades have 

lead to the development of light-weight building envelope which can maintain high level of 

energy efficiency. As a result, a reduction in the necessity for mechanical hearing and 

cooling during substantial part of the year can be achieved (Melet, 1999). Naturally 

ventilated double-skin fagades allow fresh ambient air to penetrate to the fagade cavity, 

providing ventilation to the building interior, producing a thermal buffer, and reducing 

noise from wind and traffic (Melet, 1999). In addition, some double-skin fagade include in 

their cavity, fans to distribute air between the sunlit side and the shaded side of the 

building; and louvers to direct daylight into the building interior and to absorb solar 

radiation (Melet, 1999). Unfortunately, manufacture of the fagade materials requires a 

considerable amount of energy, and therefore, the degree of its sustainability is under 

dispute (Melet, 1999).
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For conventional building with opaque walls, fenestration is particularly important since it 

is the main element to directly connect between indoor and outdoor environments and to 

allow penetration of daylight to illuminate the building interior (Swedish Council for 

building research, 1987). Besides, fenestration systems (similar to the building envelope) 

require to provide protection against the different outdoor harsh conditions and to provide 

penetration of winter solar heat gain and natural ventilation. Although energy is not their 

prime purpose, well-designed fenestration systems can provide significant amount of solar 

gain to help maintain indoor comfort during under-heated period, whereas inadequately 

designed fenestration can create enormous energy load on the mechanical systems 

(Hastings, 1997).

In order to optimize energy conservation, it is essential that fenestration addresses the 

following considerations: reducing the heat losses through glass and frame, which can be 

responsible for a substantial portion from the total heat losses of the buildings (Adamson et 

al., 1987); providing protection from solar radiation during overheated period while 

allowing the solar radiation to penetrate the building during under heated period. In 

addition, it is important to take into consideration that reducing the transmittance of glazing 

to protect against undesirable solar radiation also reduces daylight penetration, which can 

result in energy lost when the energy consumption for illumination is greater than the 

energy conservation on cooling load (ENEA and IN/ARCH, 1983). Finally, the same 

fenestration systems are required to provide air tightness during harsh outdoor conditions

1.1.3 Fenestration



while they are required to provide natural ventilation during temperate outdoor conditions 

(Hastings, 1997). The importance of these considerations is greater in environments with 

extreme climatic conditions.

New types of glazing and frame have been developed in order to address these 

considerations. Tinted glass (heat-absorbing) absorbs more solar radiation, which leads to 

its heating, consequently, increasing its reemission which decreases the transmitted energy. 

As a result, it provides relatively low solar transmittance and more reemission, which is 

desirable during the summer, however, it is undesirable during the winter. In addition, it 

significantly reduces the visual transmittance.

Reflective glass, coated with thin layer of metal or semi-conductor, increases the 

reflectance of the glass especially at infrared wavelengths, reducing the amount of 

transmitted energy (in these wavelengths) through the glass. As a result, the reflective glass 

provides low solar and visual transmittance, producing high level of visible reflectance 

which can be an hazard for the outdoor environment.

Low- emissivity glass, coated with one of the following materials, ultrathin antireflected 

silver mirrors, semi-conductors deposited on warm glass, or etched metal sheets with 

openings of approximately a micron, performs as a selective reflector, providing high 

visible transmissions and very low infrared transmissions. As a result, it has high thermal 

resistance, reducing summer thermal heat loads and winter thermal heat losses while
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preserving high level of visual transmittance and daylight availability during all seasons. In 

addition, the low-emissivity glass has low reflectance at visual wavelengths, reducing the 

potential for visual hazard at outdoor environment. The low-emissivity glass has low 

emissivity, minimizing condensation on the glazing and has high reflectance for long 

wavelengths, trapping the emitted radiation from the room surfaces, which induces a 

greenhouse effect (Amstock, 1997).

These window types can be double-glazing or triple-glazing whose gap or gaps have sealed 

air to reduce conduction and reemission entering the room, to achieve better thermal 

performance. The gap also can be sealed with more viscous, insulating gases as argon or 

krypton, to lower air convection between the panels, increasing the thermal resistance of 

the glazing (Amstock, 1997). Double-glazing or triple-glazing also can be composed from 

regular clear glazing which reduces the cost of these glazing and still provides better 

insulation while maintaining high level of transmittance for solar and daylight.

More innovative glazing are currently in development. The Laser Frit glass, whose exterior 

surface is cut with laser to create tiny louvers, allows transmittance of radiation only from 

certain angles, otherwise, the radiation is deflected. The holographic glazing, with thin lines 

etched into it, frequently used on the upper part of the window to deflect the light deeper 

into the building for a better illumination. The vacuum glazing eliminates the heat transfer 

between the panes. The electrochromic glazing, with liquid crystal molecules which 

aligned perpendicular to the glass when electric current is applied, changing its opacity



between translucent and clear. The photochromic glazing, whose transmission respond to 

different levels of light. The thermochromic glazing, made from acrylic, changing from 

clear to translucent with the increase of temperature (Tuluca, 1997).

Overall, the reflective and the tinted glazing, due to their low transmittance, reduce the 

winter solar heat gain and increase the need for artificial lighting, as a result, the building 

consume more energy during the winter. Their low transmittance also reduces the sense of 

contact with the outside world year around (Melet, 1999). On the other hand, the low- 

emmisivity and the double-clear gazing enables the winter solar radiation to penetrate into 

the building and provides a higher level of visual contact with the outdoors. The low- 

emmisivity and the double-clear glazing, however, allow undesired summer radiation to 

penetrate into the building, increasing the cooling load. Naturally, east and west 

orientations, exposed to high incidences angles of summer radiation, perform better with 

lower transmittance glazing (reflective and tinted). On the other hand, the north orientation, 

exposed to lower incidences angles; and south orientation, exposed to lower incidences 

angles of Summer radiation and high incidences angles of winter solar radiation, perform 

better with high transmittance glazing (low-emmisivity and double-clear). The utilization 

of high transmittance glazing significantly increases the benefits from utilizing in 

conjunction shading devices, which reduce the undesirable summer radiation (Dubois,
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Shading devices affect the annual energy consumption of building by reducing the cooling 

loads during the summer while increasing the heating loads during the winter, however, 

with well-designed shading devices the affect on energy conservation on cooling load can 

be much greater than the affect on the heating load, resulting in annual energy conservation 

(Dubois, 1997). Shading devices affect the building energy conservation by influencing 

both indoor thermal comfort and indoor visual comfort. Shading devices prevent direct 

solar radiation from contact the glazing; they indirectly modify the convection and 

conduction processes; and finally, affect the daylight illuminance level, glare, and light 

contrast in the buildings. In addition, the shading devices have incidental affects, including: 

modifying the airflow pattern though the fenestration, modifying the visual 

communication with the outdoor, and modifying the level of privacy (Dubois, 1997). 

Shading device can also be utilized as light shelve to distribute daylight illuminance deeper 

into the building or can be used as a apparatus to direct the distribution of airflow into the 

building and to collect solar (when photovoltaic panels are installed on its surface).

Shading device can be installed on both side of the window in a wide variety of ways. For 

instance, Venetion blinds, rollers, and curtains are among types of the interior shading 

devices, while trees, overhangs, screen, blinds, horizontal, vertical fins, egg-crate, awning, 

and louvers are among types of exterior shading devices. Many of these types can be either 

fixed or movable. In general, while exterior shading devices provide poor insulation, 

interior shading devices provide better insulation if gap between glass and shading device

1.2.2 Shading Device



is sealed. In contrast, while the exterior shading devices block the solar radiation before 

reaching the glazing, the interior shading devices block the solar radiation inside the indoor 

space. Consequently, the reflectance level of the interior shading devices is critical. Lighter 

colors reflect more radiation back outdoor while the darker colors absorb more radiating 

contributing to the heating of the interior space (Olgyay, 1963).

Shading devices in different orientations perform differently due to the different 

relationships between the device geometry and the sun path. Horizontal shading devices are 

more effective against higher altitude sun angles, therefore, they are the most effective on 

south windows in the northern hemisphere and on north windows in the southern 

hemisphere. Vertical shading devices are more effective blocking higher azimuth of sun 

angles, therefore, they are more effective on blocking early morning and late afternoon 

solar radiation from the south windows, and late morning and early afternoon solar 

radiation from the east and west windows. Egg-crate shading devices provide both vertical 

and horizontal protection at any orientations, however they reduce the amount of available 

direct daylight through the fenestration (Jain, 1992).

In contrast to fixed shading devices which need to account for the energy conservation on 

cooling load against the heating and lighting energy loss, movable shading devices can be 

optimized for both loads. For instance, the movable shading devices, which can be either 

removable or dynamic, can be designed to optimally shade the window in overheated 

period while allowing full solar penetration in the under-heated period. Accordingly, the
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moveable-shading devices are more energy efficient, however, energy spent on their 

operation and production might change the ratio of energy conservation between the two 

types. Although, the use of shading devices during the under-heated period is usually not 

recommended because it blocks desirable solar gain, use with some extent of shading 

devices at that period can be valuable for the following reasons: preventing from glare and 

direct radiation which affect occupants and work surfaces (Burt, 1987), providing better 

daylight illuminance levels (Hendricks, 1999); and collecting solar energy, when 

photovoltaic panels are installed on the shading devices.
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The significance of exterior shading for building energy efficiency has been asserted for an 

extensive period. Exterior shading intercepts the undesirable solar radiation before it strikes 

the fenestration, reflecting and dissipating it back to the atmosphere (Olgyay, 1963 and 

Saleh, 1988). Excess of transmitted radiation can overheat the interior space, increasing the 

use of valuable energy to operate mechanical systems. The current increase in the use of 

large areas of high transmittance glazing (often a valuable architectural feature) 

significantly increases the benefits of utilizing exterior shades to reduce undesirable 

summer solar penetration (Dubois, 1998b).

On the other hand, fixed shade reduces desirable winter solar gain and indoor daylight 

level. This results in higher heating and artificial lighting loads. The optimal shading form, 

therefore, is the form providing the optimal balance among the necessity for solar 

protection, solar gain, and daylighting.

In order to determine the optimal energy balance, the following factors are needed to be 

taken into account: the different solar intensities and angles of the changing seasonal sun- 

path (Olgyay, 1957 and 1963); solar angle dependent properties of glazing (Dubois, 1997, 

after McCluney, 1991); different orientations, latitudes and climates (Olgyay, 1957); urban 

or natural obstructions (Dubois, 1997, after Steemers,1989); thermal and visual comfort 

(Dubois, 1988b); daylighting (Mokhtar, 1991); occupant schedule and activities (Hastings, 

1997); and the envelope thermal characteristics.

1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT



Although the importance of considering numerous aspects in the design of the optimal 

shade form has been pointed out, and extended research has been conducted to develop 

better glazing, only limited research (see Literature review in section 1.7) has been 

conducted to develop a holistic method accommodating these considerations.

1.4 IMPORTANCE OF RESEARCH

In our time, the world begins to face critical sustainable problems: the depletion of natural 

energy sources and the significant increase of air pollution.

“An air o f doom hangs around the subject o f the global environment. Fossil fuel 

and raw materials are running out, the greenhouse effect is causing climatic 

change — even if  nobody is quite sure how or to what extant -  and numerous 

creatures face extinction. It is universally clear that we cannot go on consuming 

our world the way we are doing.” (Melet, 1999).

A  partial solution for the increasing energy problem and the depleted health quality of . 

indoor environments is to increase the use of renewable energy sources. In the building 

sector, responsible for about fifty percent of the global energy consumption (Melet, 1999) 

renewable energy sources could be utilized to make the buildings more energy efficient. 

This can be accomplished by utilizing technologies that work with the environment rather 

than utilizing consumptive technologies to master it (Behling, 1996).
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In order to utilize better the renewable energy sources of the sun, correct determination of 

the optimal shading shape has a great importance. An Optimal shape provides the 

fenestration, which often responsible for the major portion of the building heat gain 

(Olgyay, 1963), the desirable solar protection or exposure according to the seasonal 

comfort requirements. As a result, we can achieve a decrease in use of valuable energy to 

operate mechanical systems. Since the optimal shading form, which consists of the optimal 

balance among solar protection, gain, and daylighting, is depended on a broad range of 

considerations as listed in the problem statement of this thesis, a comprehensive method, 

which accounts for these prime considerations, is required.



1.5 RESEARCH GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The goal of this research is to develop a comprehensive method to design shading form 

which provides optimal energy efficiency, while maintaining thermal and visual indoor 

comfort. Such a method should better utilize the abundant renewable natural resource of 

solar radiation; contributing to global energy conservation and further supporting the 

world’s sustainability.

The method will incorporate the following prime considerations:

o Regional, seasonal, and diurnal variation in solar radiation azimuth, altitude, 

intensity and spectrum.

o Regional, seasonal, and diurnal climatic conditions.

o Indoor thermal and visual condition, accounting (in general) for surrounding 

condition, building properties, internal heat gain and green house effect, 

o Fenestration properties, including angular dependent solar transmittance, 

orientation, and inclinations.

o Thermal and visual indoor comfort depending on occupant physiology, aesthetics, 

schedule, and activities, 

o Daylighting energy conservation, 

o Clear view through fenestration

The objectives are arranged in the following research plan (see Figure 1.5-1).
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Figure 1.5-1: Research plan
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The thesis investigates relatively narrow area of the energy efficient strategies—the shading 

form—however, provides a comprehensive solution, considering many areas of research in 

order to provide accurate results. While the thesis suggests a method for computer 

application, the coding of such application is out of the scope of this thesis. As a result, full 

illustration and validation of the suggested method is also part of future studies.

Since the cellular method is based on a comprehensive approach, it is impossible for the 

author in the time frame of this thesis to provide full support for all its models. Each one of 

the thesis sections is considered a full area of research by itself. Therefore, this thesis 

presents selected critical sections in more depth while others are been presented in general. 

Frequently, the sections also refer to relevant available computer simulations which can 

provide necessary information.

1.6 THESIS SCOPE
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This review summarizes the available main methods for determining shading form 

geometries in order to establish a foundation for a new method which will overcome the 

deficiencies in these methods. In addition, it summaries the method which are available for 

evaluating shading devices performance, since these indirectly can assist with designing the 

shading form. Last, a summary and a discussion is provided, concluding the review.

1.7.1 Determination of the Shading Form Geometry

Olgyay, 1957 and 1963

Olgyay presents (Olgyay, 1957 and 1963) a graphical method for designing shading device, 

utilizing the shading mask method. The method consists of the following procedure: first, 

defining the time when the shade is required by plotting hourly or two-hourly averaged 

monthly temperatures on a chart, when temperatures higher than the comfort zone are 

marked as the overheated period (see Figure 1.7-1; Olgyay, 1957); then, determining by the 

sun path diagram the sun positions for the period which shading is required (see Figure 

1.7-2; Olgyay, 1957); and finally, conforming shading device type and magnitude that its 

shading mask (horizontal projection of the part of the sky which is obstructed by the 

shading device) overlaps as much as possible over the overheated period on the sun-path 

diagram (see Figure 1.7-3; Olgyay, 1957). When, horizontal overhangs provide segmental 

mask, the vertical overhangs provide radial mask, and the Eggcrate shading devices 

provide mask consist of both types (see Figure 1.7-4; Olgyay, 1957).

1.7 LITERATURE REVIEW
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Figure 1.7-1: Overheated period Figure 1.7-2: Overheated period Figure 1.7-3: Shading mask over 
chart; source: Olgyay, 1957 over the sun path diagram the sun path diagram source:

source: Olgyay, 1957 Olgyay, 1957
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Figure 1.7-4: The different shading mask types; source: Olgyay, 1963
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Shaviv, 1974

Shaviv, in 1974, suggested a method suitable for computer calculations, for designing an 

external fixed shade, providing the necessary shade depth for a full shading of the 

fenestration (Givoni, 1976). First, the periods which shading is required are determined 

(hours, days, months). Then, a lengths (/) of imagery poles perpendicular the window and 

located at intersection of imaginary mesh, are calculated to give a shadow which cover all 

the fenestration. Calculations conduct for the hours of day 21 of every month which 

included in the required shading periods. From the different values of /, daily and monthly 

during the required shading period, / maximum (Z^), is calculated for each mesh 

intersection. Finally, Z„m values are plotted by the computer, providing axonometric 

presentation, from which shade lengths can be determined for the desired number of 

subdivisions (Givoni, 1976).

Shaviv’s method can be calculated manually, however, it requires tedious task, therefore, 

computer applications is preferred. The input for such applications is the geographical 

location, the fenestration shape, the fenestration orientation, and the required shading 

period (Givoni, 1976).

Figure 1.7-5: An axonometric projection o flmnr; source: Givoni, 1976
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Etzion, 1985

Etzion (1985) proposes simple method to calculate the optimal shape of shading device 

using a “One Point Method”. Etzion has found that minimal shading devices, which consist 

of planes perpendicular to the opening that precisely shade the window at a particular 

moment, have one point (M) in common, which its coordinates determine the shading 

devices shape. Point M is a point on the horizontal part of the shading device when the 

sunbeam angle is high (see Figure 1.7-6; Etzion, 1985) or on the vertical part when the 

sunbeam angle is low (see (M’), Figure 1.7-7; Etzion, 1985), which shade the window 

lower comer that is farther from the sun. Therefore, both parts of the shading plane, (AMG) 

of the horizontal plane and the (CNF) of the vertical plane (see Figure 1.7-6), do not have 

any affect on the window shading at this particular moment, since their shadow appears 

outside of the window. Point M coordinates are a function of the window configurations, 

window orientation, and the sun position at the particular moment and could be calculated 

with the following equations (Etzion, 1985):

Figure 1.7-6: Dependent of shading on 
point m; source: Etzion, 1985

Figure 1.7-7: Dependent of shading on 
point m ’; source: Etzion, 1985
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When and when Equation to be used

X NAZ > SAZ X(M) < w/2 X (M) = h * sin(NAZ - SAZ) /  tan(ALT) - w/2 (1.7-1)

X(M) > w/2 X(M’) = - w/2  (1.7-2)

NAZ < SAZ X(M) < w/2 XfMj = A * sin(NAZ - SAZ) /  tan(ALT) + w/2 (1.7-3)

X(M) > w/2 X(M’) = w/2  (1.7-4)

Y X(M) < w/2 X(M> < w/2 = A * cos(NAZ - SAZ) /  tan(ALT) (1.7-5)

X(M) > w/2 Ym =h*cos(SAZ -NAZ)/ tan(ALT) (1.7-6)

X(M) > w/2 NAZ > SAZ IV ; = w * Ym /(X m -w/2) (1.7-7)

NAZ < SAZ = w * l^M)/(X(M) + w/2) (1.7-8)

Z X(M) < w/2 Z(M) = 0 (1.7-9)

(X(M) > w/2 Z(M’) = h -  (y(m’) /  cos(NAZ - SAZ)) * tan(ALT) (1.7-10)

Table 1: Etzion ’s equations to determine the coordinates of point M and M ’; after Etzion, 1985

Where

w = window width

h = window height

SAZ = angle between north and sun azimuth

NAZ = angle between north and the normal to window

ALT  = altitude angle of the sun



In order to design a shading device for a period, Etzion (1985) suggests superimposing the 

layouts of the different hourly optimal shading device of a “critical day” (the closest 

shading day to December 21), using the superposition perimeter to shape the shading 

device (see Figure 1.7-8; Etzion, 1985). However, Etzion (1985) explains that in this case 

the shading device always will shade more than the window area, therefore, its efficiency 

decreased.

A (-w /2 .0 )
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14C0Figure 1.7-8: periodic calculations of the shade 
form; source: Etzion 1985 I I : I ! ! ’ i : .
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Saleh, 1988

Saleh (1988) proposes a graphical method for designing shading design. The method 

determines the shape of the shading device, utilizing template which is positioned at both 

window comers and oriented to the south at the northern hemisphere and to the north at the 

southern hemisphere. The corners of these templates and the window comers are connected 

with line to create the overall shading device shape for a specific shading period (see 

Figure 1.7-9; Saleh 1988). The template is constructed by enclosing the desired period for 

shading on the shadow chart, which is a polar projection on horizontal plane of the different 

sun positions as seen in the sky at certain latitude (see Figure 1.7-10; Saleh 1988). Then, 

the template need to be scaled until its scale of unit height will fit the scale of the drawing. 

Shading period can be determined by the overheated outdoor dry bulb temperatures, which 

could be modify according the weight of construction or occupancy of the building; or by 

the effective temperature, which consist of the thermal effect of temperature, humidity, and 

air movement. As a result, the template represents the sun’s positions and climatic 

conditions for the shading period at certain latitude. This method could be applied also for 

irregular horizontal areas.

Figure 1.7-9: construction of the 
shade form; source: Saleh, 1988

Outline of 
Shading Device

Window
NOTE: Window Height =Unit Height of Template



re 1.7-10: Shadow
 chart; source: Saleh, 1988
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Bouchlaghem, 1996

Bouchlaghem (1996) presents a computer model for shading device design. This model 

employ computer graphics, replacing the existing manual method to determine the optimal 

window orientation, window size, and the shading device magnitude for certain latitude. 

First, the user needs to input these measurements, then the computer model draw the 

window outline over a sunpath diagram as seen from inside the room (see Figure 1.7-11; 

Bouchlaghem, 1996). The plot can help to determine when the period which the sun 

penetrate into the room. Finally, the user need to change the different measurements in 

order to achieve better shading or solar penetration in respect to the different seasons and 

time of the day, presented by the sunpath. This process can be repeated until the user agrees 

with the presented conditions. This computer model can provide the same information as a 

manual method, however, it can save the user valuable time.

A- B.EV KlhCOV SILL

B- ELEV VINCOV h£AC

C- LEFT ANGLE

0 -  RIGHT ANGLE

W  v  \

k

Figure 1.7-11: Example of output from the program
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Marsh, Andrew, 1999

Marsh (1999) suggests the following design steps in order to design a horizontal shading 

device. First, determine the “cut-off date”, which is the last day that complete shade on the 

window is beneficial, and then, determine the period of that day which full shading is 

required. Next, identify the azimuth and altitude of the sun at the beginning and end of this 

period, utilizing solar tables or a sun-path diagram. Calculate the horizontal shadow angle 

(HAS), which is the horizontal angle relative to the normal of the window, using equation 

(1.7-11); and the vertical shadow angle (VS A), which is the angle of the projected altitude 

on perpendicular plane to the wall, using equation (1.7-12) at each time.

Finally, calculate the depth and width of the required shading device using the following 

equations on each side of the window.

HAS = azimuth -  orientation (1.7-11)

VS A  = atan(tan(altitude) /  cos(HAS)) (1.7-12)

depth = height/tan (VSA) (1.7-13)

width = depth * tan (HAS) (1.7-14)

Where

depth = shade depth form the wall

height = height of shade above the window sill

width = additional projection from the size of the window, while, each side

determine by the corresponding time of the day.
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1.7.2 Determination of the Shadow Created by the Shading Form

McCluney, 1990

McCluney (1990) presents improved algorithm which calculates the shaded friction of 

window due to horizontal shading device or an awning. This algorithm base on an 

algorithm which was presented by McCluney previously, (McCluney, 1986), and which 

include direct and diffuse sky radiation. The improved algorithm has extended with the 

following calculation: the case which shadow is crossing the top edge of the window; and 

the portion of diffuse ground-reflected radiation which is reaching the window without 

been blocked by the awning. However, this algorithms do not include the reflection 

reaching to the window from the bottom of the shading device. The algorithm form is 

relatively simple, therefore, is suitable for repeated computer calculations. In fact, a 

computer program, AWNS HADE, has been written on base of these algorithms and could 

be found on the web at <htttp:/Avww.fsee.ucf.edu>.

Cm *1 CM"

Figure 1.7-12: Awing shadow cases; source: McCluney, 1990
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Etzion, 1992.

Etzion (1992) proposes an improved graphic tool to determine the lighted portion of a 

shaded window at a particular time. This proposal come due to major limitation of the 

conventional shading design tools (solar position chart superimposed by opening chart). 

These tools indicate if a window surface is exposed to any direct beam radiation at a 

particular time, however, they do not provide information about the portion of window 

which is lighted at that time. Obviously, there is a period between fully shaded and fully 

exposed which the window is partially lighted. This portion has implication on the energy 

performance of the shading devices, thus, its absence indicates on the deceptive 

information the conventional shading tools provide. The lighted portion of the window can 

be calculated by equation (1.7-15)-(Etzion, 1992), or by Etzion’s graphic tool 

superimposed over the solar position chart (See example with Figure 1.7-15; Etzion, 1992).

Where

Ay;

A

A-Zjk/j

WIDwin

A
A

f
1 -

V

tan AZsm 
tan WIDwiii

\
X

f
1 -

X

tan ALTsun 
tan ALTwin

lighted portion of the window

window area

azimuth angle of the sun

half of the effective horizontal aperture angle of the

opening

ALTsun = projection of the true altitude angle of the sun (ALT) 

ALTWin = vertical aperture angle of the opening

(1.7-15)
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Figure 1.7-13: Horizontal section in opening; Figure 1.7-14: Vertical section in opening;
source: Etzion, 1992 source: Etzion, 1992

Figure 1.7-15: Demonstration of using the overlay chart for determining the lit area of a window; 
source: Etzion, 1992
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Grau and Johnsen (1995) suggested a method, “polygon clipping”, which can accurately 

calculate all sunlit and shaded regions created by any number of shading objects. The 

polygon clipping method combine the overlapping projected polygons which are created on 

the shaded surface by the shading objects. The different shading polygons assigned with 

transparency factor according to the transmission of its shading object. Overlapping 

polygons creates new sub-polygons which receive transparency factor that is a product of 

the transparency factors of the overlapping polygons. Finally, an overall shading reduction 

for the window is calculated from summing all polygons and sub-polygons which are 

multiplied with its respectively transparency factors. A software application implementing 

this method, Xsun, have been developed to determine the shade on the window surface.

The program can provide visual graphics, presenting the shading conditions at specific day 

and hour of the year; and file contains the shading reduction factor for every-half hour for 

given period or for the whole year. These results could be imported into thermal 

simulation programs in order to improve its solar heat gain calculations. The thermal 

simulation program tsbi3 have been extended in order to utilize the Xsun results files.

G rau and Johnsen, 1995

Figure 1.7-16: Exterior and 
interior clipping of two polygons; 
source: Grau and Johnsen, 1995

(counterclockwise) (counterclockwise)
Clip polygon

Subject polygon 
(counterclockwise)

Subject polygon 
(clockwise)
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Determination of shading device geometry has been accomplished in the last few decades, 

generally, by graphical method presented by Olgyay (Olgyay 1957 and 1963), which 

utilizes the sun-path and the shading mask diagrams. However, this graphical method 

produces shading devices which are usually larger than needed (Etzion, 1985). The shading 

mask are basic and any attempt to fit the mask shape to the desired shading period which is 

over the sun-path diagram, frequently result with covering also areas which are important 

for solar gain in the under-heated period. In addition, this method designed to produce 

shading device with a rectangular shape. However, due to the sun path in the sky, different 

portions of the rectangular shape are more important for solar protection while others 

importance for solar gain. Therefore, the rectangular shading shape, from energy efficiency 

point of view, is not an optimal shape.

Since then, only few attempts to provide new shading device design method have been 

accomplished. These include Etzion (1985) utilizing the “One Point Method” calculations 

and Saleh (1988) utilizing graphical shading template. Both methods attempt to provide 

optimal shading device by allowing calculation for other shading shapes than the 

rectangular shape. Etzion (1985) method provides the most accurate optimal shape for a 

shading device for rectangular window, however, for one a certain moment. His calculation 

for a period provides approximation. Saleh (1988) method accounts for period in its 

shading template, however, these templates represent only the overheated shading periods. 

Naturally, some areas in the shading device designed by this method are more important for

1.7.3 Literature Review Summary and Discussion



solar gain during the under-heated period than for shading during the overheated period. 

Consequently, this method produces over shading.

Few methods for computer programs have been suggested in order to provide help with 

designing the optimal shading device shape. For instance, Shaviv (1974) calculates the 

necessary shade lengths at different points of imaginary window mesh. Bouchlaghem 

(1996) utilize computer graphics, which replace the existing manual method. Other as Me 

Cluney, (1990) and Grau and Johnsen, (1995) provide computerized method to evaluate 

the shading device performance. Indirectly, it can help with the design of the optimal 

shading device, however, it requires many experimental shading device design to be 

conjectured, until one will provide the best results. In this computerize era, still (at the best 

knowledge of the author) there isn’t any accurate and comprehensive method to directly 

design the optimal shading form.



CHAPTER 2 : PROPOSED M ETHOD 

A CELLULAR METHOD TO DESIGN ENERGY EFFICIENT SHADING FORM

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The cellular method, ® developed by the author, can be utilized to determine the shading 

form for a given period that would yield maximum energy efficiency. The method 

examines numerous cells located on a proposed exterior shading plane for their periodic 

shading necessity. The overall periodic shading necessity of all cells reveals an optimal 

shading necessity pattern which in turn provides maximum energy conservation in 

mechanical systems while thermal and visual comfort are maintained. In addition, by 

examining different shading planes for a given period, the method can provide an optimal 

three-dimensional shading necessity pattern.

In contrast to previous methods of defining shading form, where moderate calculations are 

often utilized, this method takes advantage of the capabilities of today’s computers. By 

extensive hourly examinations of numerous cells, considering different parameters 

determined by the user, the method provides much finer resolution of shading necessity 

patterns. Such patterns indicate more accurate shading forms which can optimize building 

energy conservation.

The periodic shading necessity of a cell represents the overall relative importance of 

shading or non-shading during a period, providing the optimal balance among the necessity



for solar protection, solar gain, and daylighting. Since heat load and daylight intensity vary 

according to the sun angle, the overall relative importance of shading or non-shading at a 

cell is calculated by summing all hourly shading necessity values included in the examined 

period. For instance, hours from sunrise to sunset of monthly typical days or any other 

periodic combination can be examined.

The cellular method utilizes the following three secondary models to determine the hourly 

shading necessity of a given cell: the Hourly Shading Projection (HSP) model, the Hourly 

Shading Effect (HSE) model, and the Hourly Shading Schedule (HSS) model (see Figure 

2.1-1 and Figure 2.1-2).

The HSP model (see section 2.2) conducts geometrical examination to determine if the 

direct solar radiation reaching a fenestration (or other examined surfaces) during the 

examined hour is passing through a cell (located on the proposed exterior shading plane). 

The HSP model assigns the value of 0 to non-passing and the value of 1 to passing.

The HSE model (see section 2.3) determines the amount of the potential solar radiation 

(Btu/f2) during the examined hour which enters the room if non-shaded by a cell or the 

amount been eliminated from the room if shaded by a cell. This data accounts for the 

relative importance of the examined hour for the periodic energy conservation.



The HSS model (see section 2.4) examines the indoor thermal and visual conditions during 

the examined hour (accounting for a broad range of considerations) to determine if shading 

is beneficial or undesirable during this hour. The HSS model assigns to the cell a positive 

sign when shading is beneficial and a negative sign when shading is undesirable. The sign 

can be multiplied by several coefficients to account for the proportion of cooling and 

heating loads, the portion of solar and daylight which is needed to be admitted to meet 

comfort, and the contribution of daylighting to energy conservation.

In order to determined the necessity for shading the cellular method utilizes the general 

assumption, that penetration of solar radiation is beneficial during under-heated periods to 

reduce the heating load while obstruction of the solar radiation is beneficial during over

heated and comfort periods to prevent from additional cooling load. In order to utilize 

credible determination of the under-heated, overheated, and comfort periods, the cellular 

method examines the thermal and visual comfort by accounting for the following 

considerations: building properties, fenestration properties and orientations, climatic 

conditions, and occupants activities and clothing. In addition, the cellular method accounts 

for daylighting, which can modify the energy conservation due to energy saving from heat 

and consumption of artificial lighting.

As a result, the cellular method can provide the optimal shading necessity pattern for broad 

building configurations, orientations, and locations around the world where climatic data is
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available. Although, the cellular method is especially important for shading fenestration, it 

can also be utilized, with some adjustment, to provide optimal shading form for shading 

other building components or outdoor spaces.

From a philosophical point of view, the cellular method is originated form two 

contemporary ideas. One is the wisdom of biological organic growth and of evolutionary 

changes; and the Other is the human desire to develop computers providing solution with 

self-insight or self-logic. Many forms in nature are shaped when cells grow, expand or 

contract in certain directions responding to the surrounding conditions. Similarly, the 

cellular method allows the form to reveal itself from the response of cells at different points 

to the surrounding conditions. Besides, the cellular method utilizes the computer to 

conduct repetitive analysis of dynamic data, providing results for single cells. However, 

these results compose a pattern which provide the computer the indirect capability to 

predict an optimal shape.
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Model 1: (HSP) 
Hourly Shading Projection

Model 2: (HSE) 
Hourly Shading Effect
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beneficial or undesirable 
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Figure 2.1-2: The cellular method dataflow diagram
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2.2 MODEL 1: HOURLY SHADING PROJECTION (HSP)

The HSP model conducts geometrical examination to determine if the direct solar radiation 

reaching a fenestration (or other examined surfaces) during the examined hour is passing 

through a cell (located on the proposed exterior shading plane). The HSP model assigns the 

value of 0 to non-passing and the value of 1 to passing.

In order to provide this data the HSP model calculates (for the examined hour) the 

boundaries of the projected shading, which is the area of the proposed shading plane that 

intersects with the solar shaft. The solar shaft boundaries, which determines the space that 

sunbeams penetrating through before reaching the fenestration, are projected from all 

comers of the window. If the cell is located within the projected shading area, then it has a 

direct effect on the fenestration. On the other hand, if the cell is located out of the projected 

area, it does not have a significant effect on the fenestration.

In order to determine the projected shading boundaries the HSP model accounts for the 

following parameters: fenestration configurations, (shape, dimensions, inclination, 

orientation, and the glass recess); the dynamic position of the sun; obstructions availability 

between the sun and the fenestration; and shading plane inclination (see Figure 2.2-1).



Direct radiation 
passing through 
projected shadin 
plane at cells

Shape 
Dimensions 
Inclination 
Orientation 
Glassing R ecess

N o direct radiation 
passing through cells

Figure 2.2-1: Hourly shading projection model



2.2.1 Geometrical Calculations to Determine the Projected Shading 

The following equations, (2.2-1), (2.2-2), (2.2-3), developed by the author, determine the 

boundaries of the projected shading area for horizontal and inclined shading planes. 

Therefore, if agreement is maintained in all three equations, the examined cell at a point, 

which its projected coordinates are XI and Y l, is considered included within the projected 

shading area (see point PI at Figure 2.2-1). However, if any one of these equations results 

in disagreement, the cell is considered to be outside of the projected shading area (as the 

case of point P2).

(H/G + D /S )xsin (2T L r-P A L r)xcos(l80-77L r-A W Z V ) (2.2-1)
sin (l 80 -  TILT + PALT -  A W N )

> PIS y  (HIG + D IS)x smjTILT -  P A LT)x  cos(l80 -  TILT -  AW N) (2.2-2)
~ HIG  + PIS  sin(l80 -  TILT + PALT  -  AWN)

> FI -  tan(iVAZ)x X I > Ŵ D
(2.2-3)

Where

HIG = window height

WIP = window width

PIS  = distance between window top and the intersection of shading plane 

and the wall surface.

TILT = angle between the true horizon and the fenestration 

AWN  = angle between shading plane and fenestration 

NAZ  = angle between sun azimuth and normal to fenestration 

PALT = profile angle between projected altitude (on vertical surface normal to 

fenestration) and the true horizon
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Figure 2.2-2: Projected shading when shading plane is under 
projection plane
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2.2.1.1 Geometrical prove

(See Figure 2.2-3)

Since:

then:

BG  __________HIG + DIS
sin(r/Lr -  PALT) ~  sin(l80 -  {TILT -  P A L T )-A W N )

EC _  {HIG + D IS)xsm (TILT  -  PALT) 
sin(l80 -  TILT + PALT -  AW N)

Since:
B £  _  {HIG + D IS)x  sinjTILT -  P A L r)x  cos(l80 -  TILT -  AW N) 

sin(l80 -  TILT + ALT -  AW N)

and since:
BD _  BF  _  PIS  
BE ~ B G ~  HIG + DIS

then:

BD =

BD = DIS -xB E

DIS
HIG + DIS

-x

HIG + DIS

{HIG + D IS)xsm {TILT  -  P A LT)x  cos(l80 -  TILT -  AW N) 
sin(l80 -  TILT + ALT -  AWN)

In addition, 

Since: 

then: 

where:

y=mx+b

b=y-mx

m=tan(NAZ)

Required:

then:
WID

2

WID -W ID  
— — > b > —-— -

> n - ta n ( iV A Z )x X l>
-W ID

2

(2.2-4)

(2.2-5)

(2 .2-6)

(2.2-7)

(2.2-8)

(2.2-9)

(2.2- 10)

(2 .2- 11)

(2.2- 12)

(2.2-13)

(2.2-14)
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Y = Tan(NAZ)*X + WID/2

Y=Ton(NAZ)*X-WID/2

Figure 2.2-3: Geometrical prove

While the approach for this calculation is helpful for fenestration with rectangular shape, 

other calculation methods might be necessary for fenestration with more complicated 

shapes. However, since the same calculation is conducted for all points, it is reasonable to 

assume that calculations for more complicated shapes are also practical.
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2.2.2 Hourly Solar Angles Calculations

Solar angle, determining the sun position in relation to the true horizon (level surface) of 

the true geographical south (not the magnetic), is presented by two angles: the solar 

altitude, a vertical angle between the sun and the horizon, with positive value above the 

true horizon and negative value below the true horizon; and the solar azimuth, a horizontal 

angle between the sun and the true south, with positive value west of the true south and 

negative value east of the true south. Both angles can be determined by the local latitude, 

the solar declination, and the apparent solar time.

2.2.2.1 Solar altitude

The solar altitude can be calculated by the equation (ASHRAE, 1993), (in degrees).

sin 11 = cos L cos 5 cos H  + sin L sin d (2.2-15)

Where

yS = solar altitude

L  = local latitude

d = solar declination

H  = 0.25 * (number of minutes between the apparent solar time and the local

solar noon).

Or can be calculated by the equation (IBS, 1984), (in radians).

at = arcsinfsinl sin § -  cosl cos S cos(itd\X)\ (2.2-16)

Where

at = solar altitude

/ = local latitude



S = solar declination

t = solar time in decimal hours

2.2.2.2 Solar azimuth

The solar azimuth can be calculated by the equation (ASHRAE, 1993).

Where

cos 0 -  (sin p  sin L -  sin S ) /  (cos /? cos L ) (2.2-17)

0 = Solar azimuth

P = solar altitude

L = local latitude

5 = solar declination

2.2.23 Solar declination

Solar declination represents the apparent angle at solar noon between the zenith and the sun 

(at the equator), or between the horizon and the sun (at the pools). The solar declination 

varied between the summer and the winter solstices, from about + 23.5° (summer solstice - 

June 21) to about -23.5° (winter solstice- December 21), while having no inclination during 

the equinoxes (Aguado and Burt, 1999). This variation is result of the geometrical 

relationship between the earth location in the ecliptic and the tilt of the earth’s rotation axis. 

The solar declination angle can be approximated by equation (2.2-18), in radians ( IBS, 

1984), or by equation (2.2-19), in degrees (Duffie, 1980, after copper, 1969).



(2.2-18)

Where

5  = 0.4093 sin
I n
368

( / - 8 l )

8 = solar declination in radians

J  = Julian date (1 < J < 365)

8  = 23.45 sin 360
284+ n 

365
Where

8 . = solar declination in degrees

n = Julian date (1 < n < 365)

(2.2-19)

Julian day (J or n) can be calculated with Table 2 (Duffie, 1980, after Klein, 1976). For 

leap years, 1 is needed to be add for the number, starting from March.

Month J or n Month J or n Month J o rn

January i May 120 + i September 243+ i

February 3 1 + i June 151+ i October 273+ i

March 59 + i July 181 -hi November 304 + i

April 90 + i August 21 2 -hi December 334 + i

Table 2: Julian days
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2.2.2A Apparent solar time

The apparent solar time represents more precisely the location of the sun in the sky as a 

function of time, since it account for two considerations, the local longitude and the 

equation of time. The Apparent Solar Time can be calculated from the local standard time 

by equation (2.2-20)-(ASHRAE, 1993) or by equation (2.2-21)-( IBS, 1984).

AST = 1ST  + ET +4(LSM -  LON) (2.2-20)

Where:

AST = Apparent Solar Time 

LST  = Local Standard Time 

ET = Equation of time (minutes)

LSM = local standard time meridian (° of arc; see Table 3)

LON  = local longitude, (° of arc)

4 = minutes of time required for 1.0 degree rotation of earth

t=  ts + E T + 12 ( S M - L ) / tc (2.2-21)

Where

t = solar time in decimal hours

ts = standard time in decimal hours

ET  = equation of time; from equation (2.2-23)

SM  = standard meridian for time zone in radians (see Table 3)

L  = site longitude in radians



Time zone Standard meridian
Degrees Radians

Atlantic Standard Time % 1.05
Eastern Standard Time 75° 1.31
Central Standard Time 90° 1.57
Mountain Standard Time 105° 1.83
Pacific Standard Time (Yukon) 120" 2.09
Yukon Standard Time 135" 2.36
Alaska- Hawaii Standard Time 150" 2.62

Table 3: Local standard time meridian; sources: 1ES, 1984 andASHRAE, 1993, 27.9 

2.2.2.4.1 The local longitude correction

The longitude correction is embedded in equations (2.2-20) and (2.2-21), and accounts for 

the time difference between the local civil time reflecting the time at the specific local 

longitude and the local standard time applied for the whole local time-zone region. 

Executing this correction, the difference between the meridian of the local standard time 

and the local longitude multiply by 0.25 (ASHRAE, 1993) or by 12 / tc (IBS, 1984), and 

then subtracted from the local time for locations to the east of the meridian and added to the 

local time for locations to the west meridian (Lim, 1979).

2.2.2.4.2 The equation o f time correction

The equation of time correction accounts for velocity variation in the earth’s elliptical orbit 

around the sun (Lim, 1979, p95) and the precession of the earth’s rotation axis (Kreith, 

1978). Therefore, correcting the local civil time to represent the variation in the observed 

velocity of the sun’s apparent movement in the sky. Either one of the graphical presentation 

of the equation of time, the Equation of Time (see Figure 2.2-4. Duffie, 1980) or the 

Analemma (see Figure 2.2-5. Lim, 1979), can be utilized in order to conduct the time 

correction from local civil time to the apparent solar time.
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Day number
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360

Figure 2.2-4: The equation of time; source: Duffie, 1980

Equation o4 tim e

______ .9

Figure 2.2-5: The Analemma; source: Lim, 1979
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At the same time, the equation of time can be mathematically calculated with equation 

(2.2-22)-(Chalfoun, 1988, after Whillier, 1.979) or by equation (2.2-23)- (IBS, 1984, after 

Lamm, 1981), which is recommended by Illuminating Engineering Society for daylight 

calculations, since it provides accuracy of less than maximum of 40 seconds error (IBS, 

1984).

ET — 9.87 sin2B - 7.53 cosB - l.SsinB

Where

ET

B

= equation of time (minutes)

360(n —81)
364

n = day of the year, \ < n<  365

(2 .2-22)

ET  = 0.170 sin
373

(7 -8 0 ) -0 .1 2 9  sin
355

( 7 - 8 )

Where

ET  = equation of time (decimal hours) 

7 = Julian date, 1 < J < 365

(2.2-23)

2.2.2.5 software availability 

D SUN, Chalfoun, the university of Arizona.

D SunPostion, Gronbeck 1999, http://www.susdesign.com

a Sun or Moon Altitude/Azimuth, U.S. Naval Observatory 2000,

http://aa.usno.navy.mil/AA/data/docs/AltAz.html

http://www.susdesign.com
http://aa.usno.navy.mil/AA/data/docs/AltAz.html
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2.2.3 Solar Obstructions

Obstructions are significant for the determination of the optimal shading shape, since they 

modify the availability of solar radiation for fenestration during certain periods. When solar 

radiation do not reach the fenestration (or other examined surface), the shading form do not 

need to account for this radiation, otherwise, the shading form will result in over-shading or 

under-shading. Obstructions can appears in the following shapes: topographic horizon, 

adjacent building, obstacles, self-shading from building, and sky clearness. Sunrise and 

sunset, in general, appear when solar latitude is equal to 0, however, depend on the 

topographic horizon. Building elevation will provide self shading on the fenestration when 

the surface-incident angle is equal or more than 90°, depend on the elevation shape (Kreith,

Geometrical calculation to determine the solar availability due to exterior obstructions are 

relatively simple, therefore, will not be describe in this thesis. Several computer simulation 

can conduct this task, as Suncast (http://www.ies4d.com). Sombrero 2.0 (http://nesal.uni- 

siegen.de), and Meteonorm 4.0 (http://www.meteotest.ch/products/meteonorm): see Figure 

2.2-6. However, many of the general energy simulation are still relatively crude when 

accounting for exterior obstructions (Grau, 1995).

1978).

Figure 2.2-6: Horizon entry; 
source: Meteonorm, version 3.00.1 
demo, Sep. 1997
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http://www.ies4d.com
http://nesal.uni-siegen.de
http://nesal.uni-siegen.de
http://www.meteotest.ch/products/meteonorm
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2.3 MODEL 2: THE HOURLY SHADING EFFECT {HSE)

The HSE model determines the amount of the potential solar radiation (Btu/f2) during the 

examined hour, which enters the room if non-shaded by a cell or be eliminated from the 

room if shaded by a cell. This data accounts for the relative importance of the examined 

hour for the periodic energy conservation.

The HSE model calculates the reduction in radiation occurring between the radiation 

source—the sun—and the examined space in the following major phases: extraterrestrial 

radiation, atmospheric penetration, angle of incidence, and solar optical (angular 

dependence of transmittance), (see Figure 2.3-1).

Since the purpose of the HSE model is to account merely for the effect of shading by a cell, 

the model considers only the direct solar radiation. Most of the diffuse radiation and ground 

reflected radiation reaching fenestration are not affected by the shading point, therefore 

they are excluded from this model. Further development of the HSE model might account 

for the small portion of diffuse radiation which arrives through the cell and some of the 

ground reflected radiation which reflected by the cell to the fenestration.
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Figure 2.3-J: The hourly shading effect model

2.3.1 Extraterrestrial Radiation

The solar constant, which is the solar flux reaching the top of the earth atmosphere at a 

plane perpendicular to the sun during the earth- sun average distance of 92.9 x 106 miles, 

has the energy of about 433.34 Btu/h*ft2 (ASHRAE, 1993). However, due to the earth’s 

slightly elliptical orbit around the sun, the radiation reaches the earth’s atmosphere varied 

from a maximum of 448.2 Btu/heft2 on the Perihelion (January 3; the shortest earth-sun
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distance) to minimum of 419.2 Btu/h°ft2 on the Aphelion (July 4; the longest earth-sun 

distance), (ASHRAE, 1993). The following equation (Duffie, 1980) calculates the

extraterrestrial radiation for the different days of the year.

Where

Gan

_

Gon — Gsi 1 + 0.033 cos
360n
365

\

y

Extraterrestrial radiation, measured on a plane 

normal to the radiation on the n* day of the year 

Solar constant

(2.3-1)

Other periodic variations of about 0.1% in the solar constant intensity might occur about 

average of every 11 years due to the sun spots cyclic activity (Barry, 1998). For the purpose 

of this model, these variations are considered inappreciable due to their small influence and 

uncertainty of predication. In addition, long term periodic variations of the solar constant 

intensity occur due to astronomical periodicities: The orbital stretch (Eccentricity) from 

0.005 to 0.0607 with periodicity of 100,000 years; the axial tilt change (Obliquity) between 

220-24.5° with periodicity of 41,000- 43,000 years; and the axial path wobble (Precession 

of Equinox) from 0.05 to -0.05 with periodicity of 18,000-23,000 years (Barry, 1998). The 

model does not account also for these variations due to their long term variability.
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i

2.3.2 Atmospheric Penetration

The solar radiation reaching the earth is attenuated significantly by the earth’s atmosphere. 

Radiation penetrating through the atmosphere is mainly affected by the atmospheric 

distance, needed to be passed before reaching earth (optical air mass), and by the 

atmosphere characteristics of this path. In general, low solar angles increase the 

atmospheric total resistance, therefore, creates more reduction in the incoming radiation. 

Atmosphere rich with dust particles, gas molecules, ozone, water vapor, and clouds creates 

depletion in the incoming radiation due to higher level of reflection, scattering and 

absorption (ASHRAE, 1993). The great importance of the air mass can be seen in Figure 

2.3-2 (Lim, 1979), which presents the correlation between the optical air mass and the solar 

altitude.

Figure 2.3-2: Relationship 
between air mass and solar 
altitude; source: Lim, 1979

SOLAR ALTITUDE -  »
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In general, from 100 percent extraterrestrial radiation about 48 percent arrives to the earth’s 

surface; 27 percent from direct beam radiation and 21 percent from diffuse radiation (from 

reflection and scattering), the rest absorbed, scattered, or reflect back to space by the 

atmosphere; See Figure 2.3-3 (Bary, 1998).

Figure 2.3-3: Short wave radiation exchange; 
source: Bary, 1998

S H O R T - W A V E
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Absorbed

Surtace

Absorbed at surface

The atmosphere composition is arranged in strata according to the atmospheric pressure, 

which is a function of height and temperature. While the upper atmospheric layer 

components, ozone and oxygen, absorb most of the radiation of the spectral region under 

0.29 p m (ultra-violet), the lower atmospheric layer components, water vapor and carbon 

dioxide, absorb a significant percentage of the radiation of the spectral region above 0.93 p
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m (near infrared), (Lim, 1979). Consequently, different air masses and different solar 

angles provide spectral variation in the radiation received on the earth surface, influencing 

the amount of heat gain received by the examined surface; see Figure 2.3-4 (Duffie, 1980).

0.3 0.5 1.5
Wavelength, pm

2 . 52.6

Figure 2.3-4: Spectral distribution of beam radiation for various air masses, 
assuming a very clear atmosphere with 20 mm precipitable water vapor and 
3.4 mm ozone; source: Duffie, 1980 after Thekaekara 1974.



23.2.1 Calculations

The following equation (Lina, 1979, p i37) provides the calculation accounting for the 

reduction in distance of the path which the sun need to pass through the atmosphere 

(optical air mass), due to higher elevation or different air pressure than normal sea level 

(760 mmHg). Note that optical air mass (m) is equal to one when the sun is at the zenith 

and for radiation received at sea level (Duffie, 1980, p7).

Where

m

m0

Po

P

moxPom = ------
P

(2.3-2)

optical air mass (the path length of the sun’s rays through the atmosphere)

optical air mass at Po

normal sea-level pressure (760 mmHg)

atmospheric pressure at site

Calculating with high level of accuracy the total direct solar radiation reaching the earth’s 

surface is a complicated task, since it includes separate calculations for the different 

wavelengths and then calculation of their sum. Equation (2.3-3)-(Lim, 1979, After Moon, 

1940) provides the monochromatic transmittance for a wavelength 1. Other wavelengths 

need to be calculated with the same equation. The different results of the different 

wavelengths are needed to be multiplied separately with the extraterrestrial radiation by 

equation (2.3-4)-(Lim, 1979, After Moon, 1940), composing the solar spectral energy 

distribution. Finally, the overall atmospheric transmission factor can be calculated by
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equation (2.3-5)-(Lim, 1979, After Moon, 1940), which find the relationship between the 

sum of the integrated areas of the solar spectral energy reaching the earth’s surface and the 

sum of the extraterrestrial spectral radiation.

Tx

Where

Tx -  total monochromatic transmittance for the wavelength X

p = atmospheric pressure

w = precipitable water content

d = dust content

o3 = ozone content

m = air mass

(Tam) = effect of scattering by air molecules

(Tw) = effect of scattering by water vapor

( U = effect of scattering by dust particles

(To,) = effect of absorption by ozone

(T l) = effect of absorption by water vapor

(2.3-3)

I  NX ~  l o N X ^ X -

T =
\  0N j I  O N x d h

(2.3-4)

(2.3-5)
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Where

Im -  The monochromatic direct radiation intensity at the earth’s surface 

T  = overall atmospheric transmission factor 

lom -  The spectral radiation intensity outside the earth’s atmosphere 

Tx- = The monochromatic transmissivity for the different wavelengths

More simple calculation, calculating the direct normal irradiance at the earth’s surface for a 

clear day is provided by ASHRAE using equation (2.3-6)-(ASHRAE, 1993). However, this 

calculation is limited since it not fully accounts for latitude, elevation, hour of the day, and 

local atmospheric condition. The values, (Em), represent for the conditions, cloudless with 

a relative dry and clear atmosphere.

E m  = A/[exp (B /  sin fi)] (2.3-6)

Where

Edn = direct normal irradiance at the earth’s surface for a clear day 

A  = apparent solar irradiation at air mass m = 0; see Table 4 (ASHRAE, 1993) 

B  = atmospheric extinction coefficient (for air mass 1 = solar altitude 90°); 

see Table 4 (ASHRAE, 1993).

Jan Feb. Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

A
Btu/
(h'ft2)

390 385 376 360 350 345 344 351 365 378 387 391

B

Note: dal

0.142 

a are for

0.144 

21st day

0.156 

of each i

0.180 

nonth di

0.196 

rang the

0.205 

base yea

0.207 

r of 1964

0.201

1

0.177 0.160 0.149 0.142

Table 4: Apparent solar irradiation at air mass m = 0, and atmospheric extinction coefficient; 
source: ASHRAE, 1993
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For regions with different conditions, either clearer or more hazy and humid, {EDN) values 

need to be multiply by the clearness numbers of Threlkeld and Jordan (See Figure 2.3-5; 

ASHRAE, 1993).

Figure 2.3-5: Estimated atmospheric clearness numbers in united states for 
non-industrial localities; source: ASHRAE, 1993

23.2.2 Direct normal irradiance data

ASHRAE (1993) provides hourly solar intensity values, (EDn), for direct normal irradiance 

at the earth’s surface at a clear day and for the latitudes: 16°, 24°, 32°, 40°, 48°, 56°, 64°. 

(ASHRAE, 1993). The data is for the 2Tst day of each month at clearness level equals to 

one. Therefore, it need to be modify according the level of clearness which prevalent at the 

site region during the different hours and the different months. Data of clearness can also 

be provided by TYM (typical meteorological year) files.

2.3.23 Software availability

SOLPOS & SPECTRL2, U.S. dep. of energy, http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/codes_algs/solpos/

http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/codes_algs/solpos/
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2.3.3 Solar Incidence Angle

Fenestration with different orientations and inclinations receives various radiation 

intensities, due to different angles to the source of radiation. If the direct beam radiation at 

normal incidence (sunbeam incidence) and the angle between that incidence to the 

fenestration surface are known, the direct radiation intensity on the fenestration at a specific 

time can be calculated (Lim, 1979). Since sunbeam radiation is a vectorial quantity, it can 

be transposed by multiplying it initial intensity with the cosine of the respective angle of 

incidence (Szokolay, 1980).

23.3.1 Calculations

Equation (2.3-7)-(Lim, 1979) calculates the intensity of direct radiation incidence on 

fenestration; when equation (2.3-8)-(Lim, 1979) provides the angle between the normal 

incidence and sloped window surface. In addition, equations (2.3-9) and (2.3-10)-(Lim, 

1979) provide a shorter version for equation (2.3-8), for special cases of horizontal and 

vertical fenestration; see Figure 2.3-6 (Lim, 1979).

/  =  7/v cos i

Where

1 = direct solar radiation on window surface

In = direct radiation at normal incidence

i = angle between the normal incidence and the window surface

(2.3-7)



(2.3-8)Cos is = sin 6 • cos (p + cos 0 • cos (ft - a) • sin (p 

Cos iy = cos 6 • cos (p - a)

Coj i// = sin 6

(2.3-9)

(2.3-10)

Where

is = angle between the normal incidence and the surface of sloped window

ly = angle between the normal incidence and the surface of vertical window

in = angle between the normal incidence and the surface of horizontal window

6 = solar altitude

a = solar azimuth

P = surface orientation angle

cp = surface slope angle

VERTICAL WALL PLANE

NORTH

Figure 2.3-6: Definition of solar angles with respect to a vertical surface. 0, solar 
altitude: a solar azimuth ', i, angle of incidence-, (3 wall azimuth-, y, wall solar 
azimuth; source: Lim, 1979
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2.3.4 Solar Optical

Only a portion of the solar radiation reaching the fenestration glass penetrates into the 

building. This portion is depended mainly on the type of glass, the glass thickness, the 

incident angle of incoming radiation (Brunello and Zecchin, 1984), and the spectral 

distribution of the incident irradiation (McCluney, 1996).

While the incoming radiation make contact with the glass, part of the radiation is reflected 

outward, fraction is absorbed in the glass, other fraction is reflected back from the inner 

side of the glass, and the rest is transmitted into the building. The radiation, which is 

reflected back from the inner side of the glass, entering infinite series of reflections 

between both inner sides of the glass, losing its energy by absorbency to the glass and by 

transmittance to both exterior and interior spaces (Lim, 1979); see Figure 2.3-7.

GLASS

INCIDENT
RADIATION

TRANSMITTED
RADIATION

( l - r )T

ETC.

Figure 2.3-7: Multiple reflection and transmission through a glass sheet of 
finite thickness; source: Lim, 1979

k
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The absorbed radiation eventually released into the interior and into the exterior by 

conduction, convection and radiation, depend on the glass temperature, the temperature 

difference between indoor and outdoor, the air velocities at both sides of the glass, and the 

gas or air (if present between glass layers), (ASHRAE, 1993and Lim, 1979) see Figure 

2.3-7. Fenestration with multi glass layers encloses even more complex reflections and heat 

transfer process. Both direct and diffuse solar radiations, which transmitted or remitted 

from the glass to the interior of the building, compose the solar heat gain coefficient 

(SHGC).

In general, higher angles of solar incidence creates higher glass reflectance and lower 

transmittance. Between the solar incidence angles of 0° to 40° degrees, the transmittance 

ratio is essentially constant. Behind this range, the transmittance decreases significantly 

while the reflectance increases significantly (McCluney, 1996). On the other hand, the 

absorptance increases with the increasing solar incidence angles for most of the incidence 

angles due to a longer path through the glass, while significantly decreases at very high 

solar incidence angles due to very high reflectance in these angles (ASHRAE, 1993); see 

Figure 2.3-8.

Furthermore, different types of glass have different transmission values for the different 

wavelengths of the solar radiation spectrum, depending on the chemical composition, tint, 

color, and coatings of the glass (Lim, 1979). For several types of glass the proportion 

between the different spectral transmission values fluctuates with the different solar
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incident angles (see Figure 2.3-8). Therefore, in order to provide accurate estimation of the 

solar heat gain through the glass, the entire spectral range needed to be evaluated over all 

the solar incidence angles (McCluney, 1996). Since different solar air masses appear during 

the day and the year, the available spectrum will change over the day. As a result, the 

transmittance spectral calculation needed to be conducted in respect to the available 

spectrum at that part of the day and year.

78

INCIDENT ANGLE, 9INCIDENT ANGLE, © INCIDENT ANGLE, 9

Figure 2.3-8: Variation with incident angle of solar-optical properties for double-strength 
sheet, clear, and heat-absorbing glass; source: ASHRAE, 1993

Where

A  = double-strength sheet glass

B = clear glass

C = heat-absorbing glass
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23.4.1 Calculations

In order to calculate the transmittance radiation, first we need to calculate the reflectance 

portion. Then, from the complementary portion we subtract the absorptance portion, 

receiving the total transmittance portion. However, calculations need to account for all 

parts of the spectrum and the multi-reflection occurring in the glass. The classic calculation 

method presented by Lim (1979) and Duffie (1980) expended and modify according to the 

new approach for transmittance calculation which presented by Purler (1991). Since both 

refractive index of the glass (to) and the extinction coefficient of the glass (k) in many cases 

are not provided by the manufacture, calculation have been made by using the reflective 

and transmittance values of 3 mm clear glass. These, might created errors up to 15% 

(Purler, 1991). Purler provides a new method to find both refractive index of the glass (co) 

and the extinction coefficient of the glass (k), by utilizing the reflective and transmittance 

values for normal incidence and for the specific glass, which is frequently given by the 

manufacture. In addition, Purler refined some of the classical equations. Purler indicates on 

minimal errors of less than 1.5% for the equations he presents (Purler, 1991). Both the 

classical method Lim (Lim, 1979) and Duffie (Duffie, 1980) and the new approach by 

Purler (Purler, 1991) provide calculation for homogeneous glass. Coated glass might 

produce inaccurate results (Purler, 1991).
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Fresnel’s equation, (2.3-1 l)-(Lim, 1979), calculates the portion of reflectance from the 

solar incident radiation, which occurs when radiation first arrived to the glass surface, for 

any angle of incidence and any spectral wavelengths.

Where

r(i)

i

V

r(i)
2

sin2(z" -  i') 
sin2(z + z')

1 tan2(z -z ')
2 tan2(z-Hz’ )

= reflectivity at solar incidence angle (z), 

created by the first contact with glass surface 

= angle of solar incidence 

= angle of solar refraction

(2.3-11)

Where the angle of solar refraction (i'), the direction of radiation beam in glass, can be 

calculated with Snell’s law, by the following equation (Lim, 1979):

sin z' = -----  (2.3-12)
CO

Where

z = angle of solar incidence 

i ' = angle of solar, refraction

co = refractive index of glass
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If refractive index of the glass ( go)  is not provided by the manufacture, the f o l lo w in g  

equation (Purler, 1991, p i 132) calculates the refractive index of the glass ( go) , utilizing the 

reflective value of the glass at normal incidence, which is usually given by the 

manufacture.

go = refractive index of glass

Ro = reflective value of the glass at normal incidence, given by the manufacture

In order to receive the transmittance portion at the first interface with the glass surface, the 

following equation (Purler, 1991, p i 132) subtracts the reflectance portion from the whole.

Where

t(i) = transmittance portion at the first contact with the glass surface 

(still includes the absorbance portion) 

r(i) = reflectance portion at the first contact with the glass surface

Equation (2.3-15) and (2.3-16) - (Purler, 1991) calculate the total monochromatic 

transmittance and reflectance from the multiple reflections occurring in the glass, while 

subtracting the absorptance in the glass occurring in these reflections.

(2.3-13)

Where

t(i) = 1- r(i) (2.3-14)
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(2.3-15)

/)(.'), =r ( i ) - ( l  + r " ,-" '"-T(i),) (2.3-16)

Where

T(% = monochromatic transmittance for wavelength (X)

from multiple reflections and at incident angle (i) 

p(i)x ~ monochromatic reflectance for wavelength (X)

from multiple reflections and at incident angle (i) 

t(i) = transmittance portion at the first contact with

the glass surface (still include the absorbance portion) 

r(i) = reflectance portion at the first contact with the glass surface 

£ = reminder that only absorption losses have been considered

d = glass thickness

i = angle of solar incident

i ' = angle of solar refraction

a  = absorption coefficient

Where the absorption coefficient can be calculated by the following equation (Purler, 1991)

a  = 4 7 t - k / X (2.3-17)

Where

a  = absorption coefficient

A = the wavelength examined 

k  = extinction index of the glass
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If extinction index of the glass (k) is not provided by the manufacture. Equation (2.3-18) to 

(2.3-20) - (Purler, 1991) calculate the extinction index of the glass ( go) ,  utilizing the 

reflective and transmittance values of the glass at normal incidence, which is usually given 

by the manufacture.

K X
A n -d

r ~ r(3

Where r0 /?~V/?2 ~4(2-i?0)-R7
2(2- i? 0)

(2.3-18)

(2.3-19)

Where /? = r o2 -  £ 02 + 2tf0 +1 (2.3-20)

Where

K  = extinction index of the glass 

X = the wavelength examined (nm)

d  = glass thickness (mm)

Ro = reflectance value of the glass at normal incidence, 

given by the manufacture

To = transmittance value of the glass at normal incidence, 

given by the manufacture

Note: the sum of reflectance and transmittance values need to be smaller than 1.



The following equation (Lim, 1979) calculates the total transmittance for all spectral 

wavelengths:

H /o v a i)

Where

r(i) = overall transmittance factor

I(i) x = averaged solar incident radiation of a narrow spectral band 

(with wavelength interval of X and X+AX) 

r  (zX = transmittance of the corresponding wavelength interval

(2.3-21)

Total transmittance for double layer glazing can be calculated by the following equation

(Lim, 1979):

T(0= T & V (0 , 
1 ~ P (0 iXK02

where

z(i) = total transmittance for double layer glazing 

x(i)i = transmittance of glass 1

T(i)2 = transmittance of glass 2

p(i)] = reflectance of glass 1

(2.3-22)

p(i)2 = reflectance of glass 2

Where the total reflectance for all spectral wavelengths p(i) could be calculated with 

equation (2.3-16) and equation (2.3-23) - (Lim, 1979):



(2.3-23)

Where

p(i) = overall reflectance factor

I(i) \ = averaged solar incident radiation of a narrow spectral band

(with wavelength interval of X and X+AX) 

p(i)x = reflectance of the corresponding wavelength interval

In addition, the absorptance can be calculated with equation (2.3-24) and equation (2.3-25) 

(Lim, 1979). This results help to calculate the remitted radiation entering the building from 

the glass.

a (i)  = overall absorptance factor

I(i) x = averaged solar incident radiation of a narrow spectral band 

. (with wavelength interval of X and X+AX) 

a(i)x = absorptance of the corresponding wavelength interval

The absorbance radiation in the glazing is released to the interior or to the exterior 

according to the temperature difference; flowing to the lower temperature.

23.4.2 Software availability

Window 4.1, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

http://windows.lbl.gov/software/window/window.html

a ( i ) z  -  ( l _ P ( i ) i  ~  f (O i) (2.3-24)

W ~ X (/( i)+ A A
(2.3-25)

Where

http://windows.lbl.gov/software/window/window.html


2.4 MODELS: HOURLY SHADING SCHEDULE

The HSS model examines the indoor thermal and visual conditions during the examined 

hour (accounting for a broad range of considerations) to determine if shading is beneficial 

or undesirable during this hour. The HSS model assigns to the cell a positive sign when 

shading is beneficial and a negative sign when shading is undesirable. The HSS model 

consists on three phases, climatic data analysis, comfort and visual assessment, and shading 

schedule results (see Figure 2.4-1).

In the first phase, climatic data analysis, the hourly climatic condition is calculated from 

climatic data of a local weather station, considering microclimate and indoor modifications. 

In practice, such data can be obtained directly from several computer energy simulation 

programs. This phase accounts for the following broad range considerations: weather 

station data (temperature, humidity, air movement, and radiation); microclimate modifiers; 

building envelope properties; internal gain; and ventilation.

In the second phase, thermal and visual assessment, the hourly climatic condition is 

examined by thermal and visual indices to determine if comfort exists at this hour, without 

the use of mechanical systems or artificial lighting (since the cellular method aims to 

conserve energy in these areas). In addition, the conditions are examined without the effect 

of direct radiation (since this is the element received as results), assuming for this propose, 

that the fenestration is fully shaded at all times. This phase accounts also for occupant 

activity, schedule, and clothing.



In the third phase, shading schedule result, the hourly visual and comfort results are 

multiplied by several coefficients to account for the proportion of cooling and heating 

loads, the portion of solar and daylight which is needed to be admitted to meet comfort, and 

the contribution of daylighting to energy conservation. The final result determines if the 

conditions in the indoor space require the access of solar radiation or require its exclusion.

The indoor thermal and visual Conditions, at first, can only be approximated since the 

optimal shape of the shading were not yet designed. Once the preliminary shading 

necessity pattern is determined, further evaluation of the indoor conditions to account for 

the lit portion of the window, can be conducted to reschedule the shading requirements.

The additional radiation can increase the overheated period at the second run of the model, 

resulting in a larger shading form. However, the increase occurs next to the comfort zone, 

which has relatively moderate solar intensities, therefore, its effect on the shading form is 

approximated to be minor.

Compared to traditional methods of designing shading devices, the HSS model accounts for 

the indoor environment conditions rather then outdoor conditions, reflecting better the need 

for shading, therefore, allowing the design of shading form with a better energy 

conservation. To illustrate, well insulated buildings in moderate climates with high internal 

loads and due to greenhouse effect (from diffuse radiation), might not need any supplement 

of direct solar radiation, as a result, they require shading all year around. In addition, this 

model account for all major element influencing the thermal comfort, in contrast to some
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traditional methods which account only for the dry bulb temperature (for instance Olgyay, 

1957). High level of humidity or air movement is not expected in the indoor environment, 

however, the existing levels can make some difference. Finally, this model also accounts 

for daylight considerations, including its energy saving and visual comfort. The daylight 

considerations is extremely important in office building where high percent of energy is 

used for artificial lighting and where visual comfort is critical.

I
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DAYLIGHT

1
Weather station 

1

Weather station 

|
▼

Microclimate
1 T

Microclimate
Modifications

1
Modifications

l
Indoor climate

1

1

i
Indoor climate

Shading
Required

-Kl -A)D%

Required: No Shading — A(B or C) %
(Input the higher value B or C)

Required
information

Regional
characteristics

Microclimate
characteristics

Building
properties

Activities

Savings

A = coefficient represents the proportional energy utilization of the mechanical systems 
B = coefficient represents the required portion from the potential solar for thermal comfort 
C = coefficient represents the required portion from the potential solar for visual comfort 
D = coefficient represents the affect of energy conservation from daylighting

Figure 2.4-1: Hourly shading schedule model for indoor environment
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The hourly shading schedule model for outdoor environment, a secondary model, allowing 

the cellular method to predict the optimal shading form for the outdoor environment. In 

contrast to the main model, the consideration in this model is to provide merely the thermal 

comfort, since energy consumption is not a factor in the outdoor environment. Instead, the 

importance of direct radiation for thermal comfort sensation increases.

Temperature Humidity Air Movement Direct Radiation Required
information

I
73

1
i

Weather station 

1

Weather station

I

Weather station

I

Weather station

1
▼

Microclimate
M odifications

f
M icroclimate
M odifications

?
M icroclimate
M odifications

T
Microclimate
M odifications

r 1r 1  ' r

Regional
characteristics

Microclimate
characteristics

Shading Required Required: No Shading

Figure 2.4-2: Hourly shading schedule model for outdoor environment



2.4.1 Climatic Data Analysis

2.4.1.1 Weather station climatic data

Climatic data can be obtained from TMY2 files, which were produced by the National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL’s) for 239 weather stations in the U.S., and 

available over internet at the address <http://rredc.nrel.gov/> (NREL’s, 2000). Its data 

derived from the 1961-1990 National Solar Radiation Data Base (NSRDB). Other regions 

require obtaining data from other sources as the Australian Weather Files, the European 

Weather Files, and the Canadian Weather Files.

1 The TMY2 files consist of hourly data for typical meteorological year, which derived from 

the 1961-1990 National Solar Radiation Data Base (NSRDB). Since the target of these files 

is for the use of energy conversion computer simulations, they represent typical rather than 

extreme conditions (NREL’s, 2000). The TMY2 files consists of 12 months selected from 

different years, which determined by statistics to be the most typical for the following data: 

global horizontal radiation, direct normal radiation, dry bulb temperature, dew point 

temperature, and wind speed. Other TMY2 data might not be typical (NREL’s, 2000).

Former TMY sets are also available form the 1952-1975 SOLMET/ERSATZ database. 

However, the use of TMY2 files is more recommended, since it contain more recent data, it 

contain more measured data, its estimated data produced by more accurate models, and its 

data been assessed by precise procedures for its quality. TMY and TMY2 data have

http://rredc.nrel.gov/


different format, elements, and units. While the TMY data are in solar time, the TMY2 data 

are in local standard time (NREL’s, 2000). All TMY2 hourly data contain additional 

information, indicating on the year the data was derived from, and if the data was 

measured, modeled, or missing.

TMY2 files contain 25 types of data, however, only few types are relevant for the cellular 

method. These are organized by categories in the following table:

Categories TMY2 Available Data Description

Temperature Dry Bulb Temperature In tenths of °C at the designated hour.

Humidity Dew Point Temperature In tenths of °C at the designated hour.

or, Relative Humidity In percent at the designated hour.

Air movement Wind Speed In tenths of meter per second at the designated 

hour.

Wind direction In degrees at the designated hour.

Daylight Global Horizontal Illuminance The average total direct and diffuse illuminance 

in hundred of lux, received on a horizontal 

surface during the 60 minutes preceding the 

designated hour.

Direct Normal Illuminance The average of direct normal illuminance in 

hundred of lux, received within a 5.7° field of 

view centered on the sun during the 60 minutes 

preceding the designated hour.

Solar radiation Global Normal Radiation The total solar radiation (Wh/m2), direct and 

diffuse, received on a horizontal surface during 

the 60 minutes preceding the designated hour.

Direct Normal Radiation The total solar radiation (Wh/m2) received within 

a 5.7° field of view centered on the sun during 

the 60 minutes preceding the designated hour.

Table 5: TMY2 types of data; after NREL ’s, 2000



2.4.1.2 Microclimate modifications

2.4.1.2.1 Microclimate dry bulb temperature 

Where the climatic data at urban locations been collected at weather stations at the airport, 

the dry bulb temperature data might needed to be modified to ambient temperature to 

reflect accurate temperatures at other urban locations. Urban temperatures might be . 

effected by the urban heating phenomena. In fact, some American cities show 20% higher 

radiative flux measurements at noon in the city center than at the adjacent countryside, 

reduced to about 10% during the night (Allard, 1988). Urban heating phenomena can be 

created from the following sources: mechanical systems, large areas of high absorbent 

surfaces, sewage system reducing the latent heat losses of water evaporation, and mainly 

from pollution which increases cloud generation, holding the radiation with greenhouse 

effect (Allard, 1988).

Furthermore, microclimate temperatures can be modified by the following nearby urban 

setting: vehicles, mechanical systems, large areas with high absorbance materials, surface 

orientation, shading, floor levels, and local air flow patterns. In fact, urban surfaces 

frequently consist of asphalt and concrete which have a high absorption, discharging heat to 

the surrounding by conduction, convection, and evaporation (Chalfoun, 85). Other 

elements influencing the microclimate temperature are the proximity for water bodies 

which moderate the temperature due to its higher heat capacity than land; the inclination 

and direction of the slopes which influences the amount of solar radiation the ground



receives (Olgyay, 1963); and vegetation which reduces temperatures by shading and 

transpiration (Allard, 1988) as mach as 10° to 14° on sunny summer days (Olgyay, 1963).

Data on urban heating might be published and available for the designer. However, in case 

of irregular microclimate setting, measurements of site temperatures and moisture are 

recommended.

2.4.1.2.2 Microclimate humidity

The humidity level data which been collected frequently at the airport, in many cases is 

relatively similar to the humidity level at many other urban location, without vegetation and 

water features. In case available vegetation, water features, and other moist producers, 

humidity data from weather station should be adjusted by measuring on site moisture 

content of the air.

2.4.1.2.3 Microclimate air movement

The velocity and direction of air movement in many urban locations can be significantly 

different from data which measured at the weather station, often located at the airport at 

standard height of 10 meter (~33 feet) above the ground (Aynsley, 1977), since airports are 

typically located out of the city boundaries in an open field. Due to the increase of 

obstacles, the surface roughness changes radically from the rural environment to the city



center, consequently increasing the air friction at the lower atmosphere boundary layer. The 

increase of friction creates decrease in the wind velocity of 20% to 30% and increase of the 

turbulence intensity of 50% to 100% in the average wind speed, during moderate to strong 

winds, and at a height of 20 m above the ground (Allard, 1988). The increase of thermal 

instabilities also help with the creation of turbulence (Allard, 1998) which is random 

variation of velocity and pressure (Aynsely, 1977). In addition, the urban heating 

phenomena, induces air to rise above the city center, consequently drawing inward 

horizontal air movement to balance the pressure differences (Allard, 1988). Finally, the 

urban pattern with its narrow streets, sharp comers, obstacles, alternating shaded and 

exposed areas, creates varying wind patterns, which make the prediction of urban air 

movement a difficult task.

Moreover, vegetation modify air movement by wind sheltering, wind deflection, tunneling 

and acceleration of air, and air conditioning; local relief creates a high-pressure zone near 

the summit vicinity and a low-pressure zone at the slope bottom; and high elevation 

experience less turbulence and higher wind velocity (Allard, 1998).

The STTECLIMATE method to create site-specific weather data, developed by Arens et al. 

in 1985, can corrects airflow data of weather station to account for the following affecting 

site factors: terrain roughness, hills and escarpments, and wakes behind obstructions 

(Sharag-Eldin, 1998).
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2.4.1.2.4 Microclimate daylighting

Microclimatic modifications for daylight from weather station illumination data is needed 

to be conducted according to the following parameters: physical obstruction from nearby 

objects (building, and vegetation) and irregular reflection from nearby surfaces.

2.4.13 Indoor climatic data

In order to determine the shading schedule, the model account for indoor temperature as it 

would have been without the support of mechanical systems and artificial lighting; and 

without the direct radiation. The model do not accounts for direct radiation at the first run 

since the optimal shape of the shade was not yet determined and because its allow to 

evaluate, if direct solar radiation is required or not required (consequently, if shading is 

required or required not). When running the model for the second time to refine further the 

shading form, then the correct values of direct radiation and artificial lighting can be added 

by accounting for the lighted portion of the fenestration during the specific hour.

2.4.1.3.1 Indoor dry bulb temperature

The indoor dry bulb temperatures can be significantly different from the outdoor 

temperatures due to the following parameters: the shading of the space; the additional 

building internal energy gain from occupants and equipments; the greenhouse effect, 

appearing when indirect radiation (and direct radiation at the second run) through
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fenestration is excesses the energy lost rate through the building envelop and through 

ventilation or infiltration; and the thermal insulation and storage capacity of the building 

envelop, which depends on the temperature difference between indoor and outdoor and the 

outdoor wind sheer. The indoor temperatures could be calculated accounting for these 

parameters or obtain from major energy simulation programs such as DOE-2 and Energy- 

10.

2.4.1.3.2 Indoor humidity

The indoor humidity, in general, is similar to the outdoor humidity at the period, which is 

next to the comfort zone, since there are no major changes of indoor humidity at this 

period. The period next to the comfort zone is the critical period which needed to be 

accounted for indoor data modification, since other period are clearly indicates on the 

shading schedule. For instance, when outdoor temperatures are very cold, the indoor 

temperature, without the use of mechanical heating or cooling, are also relatively cold; and 

when outdoor temperatures are very hot, the indoor temperature, without the use of 

mechanical heating or cooling, are also hot. Larger change in indoor humidity can exists 

only during these coherent under-heated and overheated period, when evaporate-cooling or 

mechanical heating might occur. Therefore, in general modification of humidity data to 

account for indoor space is not necessary for the cellular method.



2.4.1.3.3 Indoor natural airflow

The indoor natural airflow is radically different from the outdoor microclimate airflow. 

Although the indoor natural airflow velocity and distribution depends on the outdoor 

airflow velocity and direction, it also depend on building and fenestration configurations 

and control. Predicting the indoor natural air movement is a complicate task, due to the 

chaotic character of the airflow (Allard, 1988), however, general predictions can be 

achieved by fluid dynamic software and low velocity wind tests.

Several building configurations needed to be taken into account. The building shape and 

proportions has an important rule on the indoor natural airflow, since the indoor air 

movement derived mainly by pressure different between inlet and outlet and stack effect 

(Olgyay, 1963) while wind compression is taking much smaller part. In general, buildings 

with a square plan or section will create more pressure difference between inlet and outlet 

than building with round plan or section, therefore, will have a higher indoor air velocity. 

Buildings with larger elevation facing the wind direction also will produce higher inlet- 

outlet pressure difference than building which has its smaller elevation toward the wind, 

therefore, will produce also higher indoor air velocity. Higher buildings will produce a 

higher indoor wind velocity than a lower buildings if it allows vertical air movement 

between floors, since with stack effect warm air rises to exit at a low pressure level at a 

higher floor level, inducing the indoor airflow (Allard, 1988).
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In addition, the fenestration configurations need to be taken into account. Location of the 

fenestration in the building elevation has an important role due to the variation in air 

pressure distribution on the building elevation. In general, fenestration which located more 

toward the center of the elevation will induce a higher indoor airflow than fenestration 

which at edges of the elevation. The fenestration magnitude has also great influence. In 

general, larger fenestration allows more airflow to enter the building. A large fenestration at 

outlet increases the airflow more than the same size fenestration at the inlet (Aynsely,

1977, after Givoni, 1962), creating high velocities next to the smaller fenestration at the 

inlet (Olgyay, 1963).

The alignment of openings symmetrically creates a straight indoor airflow while 

asymmetrically arrangement draw air to the building in an oblique angle. While the straight 

airflow secures the airflow velocity, the oblique airflow creates reduction in airflow 

velocity due to energy losses on change in direction. The airflow first tend to follow the 

wind direction due to the inertia force until it is overcome by the pressure difference, and 

turn toward the outlet (Olgyay, 1963). Shading device or overhang at the inlet fenestration 

can increase the positive pressure, thereby increasing the interior air velocity (Olgyay, 

1963); while screens, in general, reduces the indoor airflow velocity. Finally, different 

types of fenestration influence differently the indoor airflow velocity and distribution 

(Olgyay, 1963).



Furthermore, the indoor airflow flow varies in the building, creating high velocity flow in 

some spaces while low velocity flow in others. In general, the spaces that allow the easiest 

flow between inlet and outlet, experience higher flow than these how are out of this path. 

Finally, the fenestration control has the most influence on the indoor natural ventilation. 

While in some period full natural ventilation is allowed, in others, night-time ventilation is 

utilized to cool thermal mass (Allard, 1988) or in other cases only infiltration through 

fenestration is permitted, providing the necessary air changes (Aynsely, 1977).

Simplified empirical models to predict the indoor natural airflow are valuable by providing 

general estimation of airflow rate and mean velocity quickly (Allard, 1988). The following 

models provide the airflow rates; the British Standards methods, the ASHRAE method, the 

Aynsley method, the De Gidds and Phaff method (Allard, 1988); while Givonni’s method, 

Methods based on tabulated data, the CSTB methodology, and the Ernest methodology, 

provide the airflow velocity (Allard, 1988). Better predictions, can be provided by the 

network models, since these account for interaction of various zones by linking nodes 

(representing the rooms) with flow paths passing through the building opening (Allard, 

1988). However, the zonal and the CFD (computational fluid dynamics) modeling, which 

are based on the division of the building volume into small sub-volumes to be calculated by 

equations of mass, energy and momentum conservation, can predict significantly better the 

airflow in buildings, providing temperatures and air velocity fields (Allard, 1988).

Other option to obtain the indoor airflow data is by conducting model experiments with 

low velocity boundary layer wind tunnel. Airflow velocity can be simply measured by a



length of small diameter tube, bent in the horizontal plane to measure total pressure or by 

hot wire anemometer (Aynsely, 1977). However, to get fluctuating or peak values, a 

pressure transducer coupled with electronic equipment has to be utilized (Aynsely, 1977).

2.4.1.3.4 Indoor daylighting

The level of daylight availability in the room is significantly different from the daylight 

availability at the surrounding area as result of the following fenestration configuration, 

shape, size, type of glass, and orientation.

2 .4 .1 .3 .4 .1  D ay lig h t c a lcu la tio n s

Both daylight factor (DF) for diffuse sky and the Lumen method for clear sky can be used 

in order to approximate the indoor illuminance in respect to the outdoor illuminance 

condition at certain time.

2.4.1.3.4.1.1 Daylight factor

The daylight factor method (DF) was developed in Europe for overcast conditions and has 

been authorized by the C1E for use at uniform overcast sky conditions (Schiler, 1992). This 

method provides the ratio between daylight illuminance at an indoor point and the outdoor 

illuminance on a horizontal plane from an unobstructed sky (Kaufman, 1984). In other 

words, provides the interior illuminance as a constant fraction from the exterior illuminance 

which is changing over time (Helms, 1991). The daylight factor accounts for the light



received directly from the sky, the reflected light from the ground which penetrates into the 

room, and the light reflected from the different room surfaces (Kaufman, 1984).

The daylight factor method holds the following assumptions: window head is 12 in. below 

the ceiling; the sill height is 36 in.; window width is expressed as a percentage of the room 

length; the ceiling height is between 9 to 15 f t; room length is measure parallel to the 

window wall; and room reflectance are 70% for ceiling, 50% for walls, and 15% for floor 

(Helms, 1991). Most of these assumption can be also limitations. However, the greatest 

limitation of this method is that it is only applicable for overcast conditions. Calculation 

procedure of daylight factor in Schiler book, Simplified design o f building lighting (Schiler, 

1992, p i 11-115).

2.4.1.3.4.1.2 Lumen method

The lumen method was developed in the USA and recognized by the IBS. The method 

provides determination of the interior daylighting for clear sky and partly cloudy sky 

(Schiler, 1992, p96) based on data interpolation from testing of an experimental building 

(Kaufman, 1984). The method takes into consideration the following components: direct 

light from the sun, direct light form the sky, reflected light from the ground, and inter 

reflections in the room. Besides, the method takes into consideration for the following 

building properties: room shape, aspect ratio, wall reflectance, and window type. However, 

the method cannot account for shadows, therefore, it calculates direct sunlight only when 

there are Venetian or diffusing blinds, otherwise, it assume no direct sunlight on the glass
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(Schiler, 1992). In addition, ground reflection is needed to be calculated separately and 

added to the final results (Helms, 1991).

o The method include the following limitations: the results provided for the 

three positions (at the work plane height of 2.5 ft.), at 5 ft. from the window 

(MAX), in the center (MID), and at 5 ft. from the back of the room (MIN); 

parallel window walls can be calculated, but not for perpendicular window 

walls; and finally, the window width similar to the length of the wall, and its 

height between sill of 36 in. and the ceiling. The last limitation is the 

greatest, and could be overtake by manipulation of the overall transmissivity 

(Schiler, 1992, p96).

Calculation procedure of the Lumen method can be founded in Helms and Belcher book, 

Lighting fo r  Energy Efficient Luminous Environments (Helms, 1991, p403).

2 .4 .1 .3 .4 .2  S o ftw are  a v a ila b ility

n Radiance, http://radsite.lbl.gov/radiance/HOME.html 

D Adeline, international energy agency (IEA)

° SUPERLITE, http://eetd.lbl.gov/BTP/WDG/SUPERLirE/sunerlite2.html

DAYLIT, Prof. Milne, UCLA.

http://radsite.lbl.gov/radiance/HOME.html
http://eetd.lbl.gov/BTP/WDG/SUPERLirE/sunerlite2.html
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2.4.2 Comfort Assessment

The index of the shading schedule is the existence of indoor thermal and visual comfort at a 

specific hour. When the comfort conditions are under-heated or under-lighted, then 

additional solar gain through the fenestration is required, therefore, no-shading is required. 

On the over hand, when comfort exists or the comfort conditions are overheated or over

lighted, additional solar gain through the fenestration is undesirable, therefore, shading is 

required. Both thermal comfort and visual comfort influenced by several elements which 

their balance point determines the comfort conditions.

2.4.2.1 Thermal comfort assessment

In order to determine the indoor thermal comfort conditions, the following hourly indoor 

climatic data, dry bulb temperature, mean radiant temperature, level of humidity, and the 

air movement velocity, are needed to be examined for its influence on the comfort 

conditions (Ernest, 1991). In addition, the occupant age and sex, occupant activity, the 

occupant clothing, and the required comfort for the specific task, are needed to be taken 

into consideration while determining the comfort conditions. All influencing elements are 

needed to be composed into balance point which indicates on the thermal comfort 

sensation. The bio-climatic chart or several comfort indexes can assist with this task. 

Finally, the comfort sensation conditions are divided into three categories, overheated, 

comfortable, and under-heated.



The thermal comfort sensation occurs when the human agree with the temperature of the 

surrounding, in other words, would not prefer warmer or cooler surroundings (Allard,

1998). The human body temperature is influenced by internal gain and exchange of heat 

with the surrounding. The body producing heat by, digestive processes, basal metabolism, 

activity, and shivering. The body losing heat to the surrounding by the following processes: 

radiation to colder surroundings; conduction to air below skin temperature and to objects 

below skin temperature which in contact; and evaporation from respiratory tract and skin. 

The body gaining heat to the surrounding by the following processes: radiation received 

from sun, sky and hot objects; conduction from air above skin temperature and contact with 

objects above skin temperature; and condensation of atmospheric moisture (Olgyay, 1963). 

Overall, equilibrium between heat gain and loss needed to be maintained in order to 

achieve the human thermal balance, however, this balance do not ensure thermal comfort, 

and can be exists also out of the comfort zone (Givoni, 1976). The following equation 

(Givoni, 1976) describe in general the heat exchange between the body and its surrounding.

M ± R ± C - E = Q  (2.4-1)

Where

Q = Change in the heat content of the body, reflecting the 

variation in the average body temperature 

M  = metabolic rate

R = radiative heat exchange

C = convective heat exchange

E  = evaporative heat exchange
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Other equation (2.4-2) representing the energy balance within the human body was 

developed by Fanger at 1970,1982 (ASHRAE, 1993, 8.1).

M -W  — Qsk+Qres— (C+R+ESk)+( Cres+Eres) (2.4-2)

Where

M  = rate of metabolic heat production, Btu/(h-ft2)

W  = rate of mechanical work accomplished, Btu/(h-ft2)

Qsk = total rate of heat loss from skin, Btu/(h ft2)

Qres = total rate of heat loss through respiration, Btu/(h ft2)

C+R = sensible heat loss from skin, Btu/(h-ft2)

ESk = rate of total evaporative heat loss from the skin, Btu/(h ft2)

Cres = rate of convective heat loss from respiration, Btu/(h ft2)

Eres = rate of evaporative heat loss from respiration, Btu/(h ft2) :

2.4.2.1.1 Elements influencing thermal comfort

2 .4 .2 .1 .1 .1  D ry bu lb  tem p era tu re

The dry bulb temperature of the surrounding environment is affecting the occupant thermal 

comfort sensation through heat exchange with the human body by convection and 

radiation. The degree of heat exchange depends on the temperature difference between the 

human body and its surrounding, the air velocity and the clothing (Givoni, 1976).

The human body responds to rise in the surrounding temperatures with an increase in the 

skin temperature, intensification of the perspiration rate, and alteration of the thermal



sensation of warmth (Givoni, 1976). On the other hand, the human body responds to 

descent in the surroundings temperature below the comfort zone, by contraction of the 

peripheral blood capillaries, reducing the flow of blood to the skin. As a result, the skin 

temperature reduces (in particular in the hands and feet), and the tone of the muscles 

increases, escalating the metabolic heat production. Then high muscle tone reduces its 

working efficiency, resulting in greater physical effort to perform movement. During 

severe cold conditions muscle shivering increases the metabolic heat production further 

more (Givoni, 1976).

Since the indoor environment frequently excludes high velocity of air movement and 

excessive humidity, dry bulb temperature in conjunction with the mean radiant 

temperatures are main indicators for the indoor comfort levels at these environments.

2 .4 .2 .1 .1 .2  R ad ian t tem p e ra tu re

Radiant temperature has a significant influence on the thermal comfort sensation of the 

human body. While outdoor environment is influenced from strong intensities of solar 

radiation, the indoor environment can be influenced from radiation exchange with the 

surrounding building surfaces. The direction of heat flux depends on the relation between 

the surrounding surfaces and the surface temperature of the human body (Olgyay, 1963); 

the wormer body among these, radiate to the colder bodies by an amount, which related to 

the difference between the fourth powers of the absolute temperatures of the these bodies 

(Parsons, 1993). The total effect of the radiation exchange on the human body can be



expressed as the indoor mean-radiant-temperature (M.R.T.) (Olgyay, 1963); and can be 

defined as “the temperature of a uniform enclosure with which a small black sphere at the 

test point would have the same radiation exchange as it does with the real environment” 

(Parsons, 1993).

The spectral radiation influences the human body differently, because the human skin has a 

high absorptivity for shorter wavelengths, whereas it is only partially transparent to longer 

wavelengths. As a result, radiant heat from hot surfaces is absorbed by the outer skin while 

a significant fraction of the heat lost by the body is emitted directly from subcutaneous 

tissues, such as the blood vessels and muscles (Givoni, 1976, after Goromossov, 1963).

The M.R.T can be calculated by following equation (ASHRAE, 1993), providing the 

weighted average of the surrounding surfaces temperatures and their positions with respect 

to the occupant.

t '  = + " '+ r > , _ „  (2-4"

Where

j  r = mean radiant temperature, °R 

Tn = surface temperature of surface N, °R

F N = angle factor between a person and a surface N; can be obtained from the 

chart in Figure 2.4-3 (ASHRAE, 1993) or be calculated by the 

equations in Figure 2.4-4 (ASHRAE, 1993)
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Figure 2.4-3: Analytical formulate for calculating angle factor for small plane 
element: Source: ASHRAE, 1993)
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Figure 2.4-4: Mean value of angle factor between seated person and horizontal or vertical 
rectangle when person is rotated around vertical axis; Source: ASHRAE, 1993.



In order to account better for the non-spherical shape of the human body and its orientation 

in the surroundings, the effective mean radiant temperature can be utilized (Parsons, 1993). 

The effective mean radiant temperature can be obtain by equation (2.4-4) for standing 

person or by equation (2.4-5) for seated person (ASHRAE, 1993, 8.11)

- _  Q-Q8[tpr (up)+ tpr (down)\ + 0 .2 3 ^  {right) + tpr {left)\ + 0 .3 5 ^  {front) + tpr (back)\ (2.4-4)
2(0.08 + 0.23 + 0.35)

- _  0.18[tpr (up)+ tpr (down)\+0.22[tpr (right)+tpr (left)\+0.30[tpr {front)+tpr (back)\ (2.4-5)

2(0.18+0.22+0.30)

Where

t r mean radiant temperature, °R 

plane radiant temperature, °R

Solar radiation has great important for the thermal comfort at the outdoor environment. 

Due to its high intensities it can counteracted low air temperatures providing thermal 

comfort, whereas it can also overload high air temperature, reducing the thermal comfort 

(Olgyay, 1963). In addition, the ultra-violet (u.v.) portion of solar spectrum can causes an 

accumulation of the pigment melanine in the upper layer of the skin, resulting in tanning 

and sunburn of white skin (Givoni, 1976).
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Finally, effective temperature, taken as a simple average of mean radiant and mean air 

temperature, is a better indicator of comfort than air temperature exclusively, since it 

accounts for the radiant heat exchange between the building surfaces and occupants. 

Specifically, in cases of very massive buildings, whose radiant temperatures and air 

temperatures can vary for extensive period (Burt, 1987).

2 .4 .2 .1 .1 .3  H um id ity

The difference between the vapor pressures of the skin and the vapor pressures of the 

ambient air determines the air evaporative capacity, consequently determining the cooling 

efficiency of perspiration (Givoni, 1976). At air temperatures between 20-25°C (68-77°F) 

and at relative humidity between 30% and 85%, the humidity level barely affect the 

thermal sensation, since the perspiration is evaporated immediately, leaving the skin dry.

In contrast, at temperatures above 25°C, humidity affects the skin wetness, the skin 

temperature, and the perspiration rate (Givoni, 1976). When the perspiration production 

rises above the air evaporative capacity, perspiration accumulate around the pores, 

consequently increasing the skin wetness, which result in discomfort (Givoni, 1976). 

Higher humidity levels produce thicker perspiration cover, which force the perspiration to 

evaporate at some distance from the skin. As a result, more heat for the evaporation process 

is taken from the surrounding air instead from the skin, consequently reducing the cooling 

efficiency of the evaporation (Givoni, 1976). Furthermore, at higher levels of heat and 

humidity, the skin cannot fully transfer perspiration from the body to the outer skin layers,
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making the skin swell and soggy and its pores narrow or occluded. Such as condition can 

accommodate micro-organisms which may lead to some skin diseases (Givoni, 1976, after 

sulzberger, 1966). On the over hand, extreme low level of humidity can make the skin hard 

and cracked, causing irritation and various skin disturbances; or high humidity at cold 

environment may causes various diseases (Givoni, 1976).

Humidity commonly expressed by the partial vapor pressure of the water vapor in air (Pa) 

or by the relative humidity (0), which is the percentage of partial vapor pressure to the 

saturated water pressure at that temperature; the higher the air temperature, the more vapor 

the air can hold, thus, the partial vapor pressure is also greater (Parsons, 1993). 

Occasionally, the dew point, which is the temperature of air at which dew will begin to 

form if the air is slowly cooled, is used. The vapor pressure at this point is saturated with 

relative humidity of 100% (Parsons, 1993). The following equations (Parsons, 1993) 

provide the relationship between the different measurements for humidity:

Pa ~ Pswb - 0 . 6 6 7 - t wb) (2.4-6)

(2.4-7)

4030.18
-2 3 5

dp 1 8 .9 6 5 -In
(2.4-8)

C  =exp 18 .9 5 6 -— ^
4030.18)

(2.4-9)



Where

Pa = partial pressure of water vapor in air (kPa)

PSwb = saturated water vapor pressure at aspirated wet bulb temperature (kPa)

ta = dry bulb air temperature (°C)

twb = aspirated wet bulb temperature (°C)

0 = relative humidity

PSa = saturated water vapor pressure at air temperature (kPa) 

tdp = temperature at dew point 

t = recorded temperature of expired air (°C)

(1000N m"2 = 1 kPa = 10 mb = 7.25 mmHg = 7.52 ton:)

2 .4 .2 .1 .1 .4  A ir m ovem ent

Air movement influences the thermal comfort sensation by increasing the body’s 

convective and evaporative heat exchange rate with the surrounding air (Parsons, 1993). 

When the air temperature is below skin temperature, both convection and evaporation 

produce a cooling effect, however, when the air temperature is above the skin temperature, 

convection produces warming effect and evaporation produces cooling effect (Givoni, 

1976). The increase in evaporation rate due to the air movement counterbalances the effect 

of humidity as long as the skin is dry (Givoni, 1976). Therefore, indoor air movement is 

essential during overheated and humid periods, as long as temperatures are not extreme 

(Ernest, 1991); whereas, air movment is undesirable during under heated periods (Olgyay,



In case of natural ventilation, air movement also influences the sensation of thermal 

comfort by improving indoor air quality by supplying fresh air to the indoor space, which 

dilutes the concentration of indoor pollution (Allard, 1998); and reducing the heat load 

from internal gains (Allard, 1998) and green house effect. Natural ventilation can be 

utilized during the day when outdoor temperature are near the comfort zone, otherwise, 

night ventilation can be used to cool the building mass during the period which building is 

not occupied (Allard, 1998). The minimum amount of fresh air needed to the indoor 

environment is from a minimum of 5 liter s'1 (18 m3 h"1) per person for non-smokers up to 

18 liter s'1 (90 m3 h '1) per person for heavy smokers (Allard, 1988).

High air velocity can also reduce the sensation of comfort, therefore a limit of 0.8 m s"1, 

which above it a loose paper may be disturbed, is recommended for an upper air movement 

limit (Allard, 1998). Other upper limit for indoor air movements recommended by Olgyay 

is 300 fpm in daytime and 200 fpm at night (Olgyay, 1963). The following table (Olgyay, 

1963) presents the impact of air velocity on the comfort sensation due to draft:

Velocity (fpm) Probable Impact
0-50 Unnoticed
50-100 Pleasant
100-200 Generally pleasant but casing a constant 

awareness of air movement
200-300 From slightly drafty to annoyingly drafty
300 + Requires corrective measures if work and health 

are to be kept in high efficiency

Table 6: Air velocities probable impact; source: Olgyay, 1963
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2 .4 .2 .1 .1 .5  A c tiv ity

The type of activity influences mainly the thermal comfort by determining the body 

internal heat gain as result of different metabolism rates. In addition, it influences the 

clothing type; the required comfort level for that activity; the schedule of space utilization, 

the rate of production water vapor and indoor internal heat gain; and the production of 

occupant-related pollutants as cigarette smoke, body odors, carbon dioxide (Allard, 1988).

Activities requiring higher physical work produce higher metabolic rate which requires 

more oxygen by the muscles. As a result, the rate of blood flow increases to provide the 

necessary oxygen. An excess energy, produced by the body in order to perform the 

mechanical work, is transformed into heat which transferred by the blood flow to the skin, 

finally dissipating into the surrounding air (Givoni, 1976). In order to remove the extra heat 

which brought to the skin, the perspiration increases (Givoni, 1976), decreasing the mean 

skin temperature (ASHRAE, 1993).

The metabolic rate increases in proportion to the intensity of the physical work, depending 

on the conditions under which the activity is performed (ASHRAE, 1993); and the person 

age, sex and the size and weight of his body (Givoni, 1976). While a normal healthy man 

has a maximum energy capacity of approximately Mact = 12 met at age 20, at age 70 it can 

drop to 7. hi contrast, maximum rates for women are about 30% lower and for long

distance runners or athletes as high as 20 met (ASHRAE, 1993).



While people frequently perform several types of activities or combination of work and rest 

during certain period, a weighted average of the metabolic rate for these activities is 

generally acceptable in case these activities alternate several times per hour. (ASHRAE, 

1993, 8.7). Table 7 (Givoni, 1976) presents metabolic levels of various activities for per 

man; and Table 8 (ASHRAE, 1993) lists different activities typical metabolic rates for an 

average adult (AD = 19.6 ft2) (ASHRAE, 1993, 8.7):

Activities Metabo] ic level
Kcal/h/man Btu/h/man

Basal metabolism (complete rest in laying position) 60-70 240-280
Sitting at rest 90-100 360-400
Sedentary activity 100-120 400-480
Walking on a level at 4 km/h 210-270 840-1080
Walking on a level at 7 km/h 300-400 1200-1600
Walking up 10% slope at 4 km/h 340-480 1360-1920
Light industrial work 150-300 600-1200
Moderate industrial work 300-480 1200-1600
Heavy industrial work 450-600 1800-2400
Very heavy work 600-750 2400-3000

Table 7: Metabolic rates for typical activities; source: Givoni, 1976

B tu/fli-ft3) met3

Resting
Sleeping 13 . .0.7
Reclining 15 0.8
Seated, quiet 18 1.0
Standing, relaxed ■ 22 1.2

Walking (on level surface)
2.9 ft/s (2 mph) 37 2.0
4.4 ft/s (3 mph) 48 2.6
5.9 ft/s (4 mph) 70 3.8

Office Activities
Reading, seated 18 1.0
Writing. 18 . 1.0

Table 8: Typical metabolic Typing 20 1.1
rates for an average adult (AD Filing, seated 22 1.2
= 19.6ft2; source: ASHRAE, Filing, standing 26 1.4
1993  Walking about 31 1.7

Lifting/packing 39 2.1



2 .4 .2 .1 .1 .6  C lo th in g

Clothing influences the thermal comfort sensation by providing a thermal and radiation 

barrier between the human body and its environment. The clothing distance the heat 

exchange process of convection and radiation from the skin, as a result, bigger portion of 

the heat gain or lost from these process dissipate into the environment. In addition, clothing 

intruding the evaporation of perspiration from the skin and reducing the effects air velocity 

(Givoni, 1976). At air temperatures below 35°C (95°F), clothing reduces the rate of heat 

loss from the body, producing heating effect. On the over hand, at air temperatures above 

35°C, clothing reduces the heat gain from the environment, producing cooling effect; 

however at the same time, clothing increases the humidity and reduces the air velocity over 

the skin, which result in a reduction of the cooling effect by perspiration evaporation 

(Givoni, 1976).

The thermal influence of clothing on person conducting physical work is complex, 

dynamic, and not fully comprehensible. The following factors affecting the influence of 

clothing on thermal sensation while person conducting physical work: thermal insulation; 

transfer of moisture and vapor through clothing; heat exchange with clothing by 

conduction, convection, radiation, evaporation, and condensation; compression caused by 

high wind; pumping effects caused by body movement; air penetration through fabrics, and 

openings, and subject position (Parsons, 1993).



The thermal resistance provided by clothing depends on the resistance of the fabrics and the 

stiffness and fit of the clothing (Givoni, 1976). The unit utilized to represent the of thermal 

resistance is the ”clo” which is equivalent to 0.18 deg C h m2/kcal (0.88 deg F hft2/Btu) 

(Givoni, 1976).

Clothing ensemble d o m2 KW:
Naked 0 0
Shorts 0.1 0.016
Typical tropical clothing outfit:

Briefs (underpants), shorts, open neck shirt with short sleeves, 
light socks and sandles 0.3 0.047

Light summer clothing:
Briefs, long light-weight trousers, open neck shirt with short 
sleeves, light socks and shoes 0.5 .0.078

Working clothes;
Underwear, cotton working shirt with long sleeves, working 

trousers, woollen socks and shoes 0.8 0.124
Typical indoor winter clothing combination:

Underwear, shirt with long sleeves, trousers, sweater with long 
sleeves, heavy socks and shoes 1.0 0.155

Heavy traditional European business suit:
Cotton underwear with long legs and sleeves, shirt, suit 
comprising trousers, jacket and waistcoat (US vest), woollen 
socks and heavy shoes 1.5 0.233

Table 9: Examples of estimates of clothing insulation values (lc\) for use in the 
PMV thermal comfort equation ofFagner (1970); source: Parsons, 1993
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D
D
0
D
D
=)
D
D
D

Garment description Thermal 
insulation Clo

(/clu)

3 Underwear
Panties 0.03

3 Underpants with long legs 0.10
Singlet 0.04

3 T-shirt 0.09
Shirt with long sleeves 0.12

J Panties and bra 
Shirts/blouses

0.03

J Short sleeves 0.15
3 Lightweight, long sleeves 0.20

Normal, long sleeves 0.25
3 Flannel shirt, long sleeves 0.30

3
Lightweight blouse, long sleeves 

Trousers
0.15

Shorts 0.06
3 Lightweight 0.20

Normal 0.25J Flannel
Dresses/skirts

0.28

J Light skirt (summer) 0.15
3 Heavy dress (winter) 0.25

Light dress, short sleeves 0.20
3 Winter dress, long sleeves 0.40

Boiler suit 0.55
3 Sweaters
~ x Sleeveless vest 0.12
3 Thin sweater 0.20

Sweater 0.28J Thick sweater 0.35

3 Jackets
Light summer jacket 0.25

3 Jacket 0.35
Smock 0.30

3 High insulative, Fibre-pelt
Boiler suit 0.90

3
3
3

Trousers 0.35
Jacket 0.40
Vest

Outdoor clothing
0.20

Coat 0.60

3 Down jacket 0.55
Parka 0.70

3 Fibre-pelt overalls 
Sundries

0.55

3
3

Socks 0.02
Thick ankle socks 0.05
Thick long socks 0.10

3 Nylon stockings 0.03
Shoes (thin soled) 0.02

3 Shoes (thick soled) 0.04
Boots 0.10

3 Gloves 0.05

3 Table 10: Individual clothing garments: dry thermal insulation

3
3
3

values; source: Parsons, 1993
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2.4.2.1.2 Comfort indexes

In order to evaluate the level of thermal comfort sensation, it is not enough to evaluate the 

influencing elements separately, instead, it is necessary to evaluate the combined effect of 

these elements as these affect the human body simultaneously while influencing one each 

other affect. The total affect can be express with thermal indexs, combining the different 

elements into a single formula (Givoni, 1976).

The results of the thermal index define the comfort zone: “a condition of mind which 

expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment” (Lechner, 1991, after ASHRAE 

Standard 55-66). In other words, “the conditions in which a person would prefer neither 

warmer or cooler surroundings” (Allard, 1998). In both cases, the thermal sensation 

perception is highly subjective (Allard, 1998, p4) and there is no precise criterion by which 

comfort can be evaluated (Olgyay, 1963), as in many situations the subjective attitude of 

the person may be more significance than physiological measurements (Givoni, 1976). Still, 

observations suggest that man’s physical strength and mental activity are at their best 

within a given range of climatic conditions (Olgyay, 1963). In this range, some minor 

fluctuations in temperature and air velocity are advantageous as they have an invigorating 

effect, preventing from a monotonous feeling (Givoni,1976).

Different thermal indices can vary in the following manners: methodology, units 

presenting the combined effect of the different factors, and the relative importance of the 

different factors (Givoni, 1976).



2 .4 .2 .1 .2 .1  The b io -c lim a tic  ch art

The thermal comfort sensation can be defined, with relatively small effort, by the bio- 

climatic chart. However, this approach is rather old and not as accurate as the other comfort 

indexes. The bio-climatic chart, (Olgyay, 1963), presents the comfort zone in the center 

while presenting the influence of the different climatic elements by curves around it. This 

chart is valid for the following parameters: moderate climate zones of the United States, 

elevations bellow 1,000 feet above sea level, customary indoor clothing, and sedentary or 

light work (Olgyay, 1963). In order to apply this chart to climatic regions bellow 40° 

latitude, the line presenting the lower perimeter of the summer comfort zone needed to be 

raised about 3/4° F for every 5° latitude change; and the upper line needed to be raised 

proportionately, however, not above 85° F.” (Olgyay, 1963). If a plotted point on the chart, 

which represents the dry-bulb temperature and relative humidity, is situated in the comfort 

zone boundaries, comfort exists in shade; otherwise it location indicated if it is overheated 

or under-heated period (Olgyay, 1963).

2 .4 .2 .1 .2 .2  E ffec tiv e  tem p e ra tu re  (ET)

The effective temperature index (ET), developed in 1923-1925 at the research laboratory of 

the American Society of Heating and Air Conditioning Engineers, by Houghten, Yaglou 

and Miller, is the most extensively employed thermal comfort index (Givoni, 1976); 

representing the relative importance of air temperature, humidity and air velocity for the 

sensation of thermal comfort. The ET index is represented by the temperature of a standard



environment (still, saturated air), which would provide the same sensation of warmth as in 

the actual environment, plotted on charts (Parsons, 1993). Two charts were developed, one 

for people stripped to the waist and the other for people with customary indoor clothing 

(see Figure 2.4-5., Givoni, 1976). Although the original ET index not accounting for the 

effect of radiant heat, it is possible to account for it by replacing the globe thermometer 

temperature (tg) with the air temperature including the mean radiant temperature of the 

environment (Givoni, 1976). Overall, although the ET index is extensively employed 

worldwide, it can (in some cases) create invalid indications, therefore is not currently 

recommended. (Parsons, 1993, and Givoni, 1976).
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New effective temperature (ET*) developed by Gagge et al in 1971 is defined as “the 

temperature of an environment at 50% rh that results in the same total heat loss from the 

skin Esk as in the actual environment” (ASHRAE, 1993). However, the ET* requires 

extensive calculations to determine the skin wettedness and do not include the affect of 

clothing and activities. As a result, a standard effective temperature (SET*) was developed 

(ASHRAE, 1993). The standard effective temperature is defined as “the equivalent air 

temperature of an isothermal environment at 50% rh in which a subject, while wearing 

clothing standardized for the activity concerned, has the same heat stress (skin temperature 

tSk) and thermoregulatory strain (skin wettedness w) as in the actual environment” 

(ASHRAE, 1993); see Figure 2.4-6.

Figure 2.4-6: Standard effective 
temperature and ASHRAE comfort 
zones; source: ASHRAE, 1993

OPERATIVE TEMPERATURE, eF



2 .4 .2 .1 .2 .3  PM V & PPD

Predicted mean vote (PMV) and predicted percentage dissatisfied (PPD) are thermal 

indices which contributed by Fanger (1970) are currently the most influential and widely 

used throughout the world (Parsons, 1993). These indices consist of a comprehensive heat- 

balance equation which was developed as a result of studies on thermal comfort which 

begun by Fanger at Kansas State University in 1966 and continued in Denmark. Fanger 

identify that person who felt comfortable at a given activity level had similar perspiration 

rates and skin temperatures (Hutcheon, 1983). As a result, Fanger determined three 

conditions for thermal comfort: the body is in heat balance, perspiration rate is within the 

comfort limits, and the mean skin temperature is within comfort limits (Parsons, 1993). 

Two empirical equations, which relate evaporative heat loss and skin temperature to 

metabolic rate, were developed form extensive tests (Flutcheon, 1983).

At 1982 Fanger reduced these relationships to a single equation, which accounts for air 

temperature, MRT, air velocity, and vapor pressure, clothing, and metabolic rate 

(Hutcheon, 1983). This equation hold the limitation of eliminating clothing factor of 

moisture permeability (assuming all sweat generated is evaporated). However, this 

conditions is valid for normal indoor clothing, at typical indoor environments, and with low 

or moderate activity levels (ASHRAE, 1993). A neutral thermal sensation can be calculated 

by the following equation (ASHRAE, 1993):



(2.4-10)

+ fd K  X(?d ~ ta)
+ 0.97[5.73 -  0.022(M - W ) - 6 .9 p a]

+ 0 .4 2 [(M -W )-18.43]

+ 0 .0173M (5.87-6 .9 /0  

+ 0.00077M (93.2 -  ta)

(M-W) = 1.196xlO-7d[(rcZ + 4 6 0 )4 - f r +46o)4J

Where

tcl = 96 .3-0 .156(M  -W )  (2.4-11)

-  0.97[5.73 -  0.022(M -  W) -  6.9p J  
-0.42[(M  - W )-1 8 .4 3 ] -0.0173M(5.87 - 6 . 9 / 0
-  0.00077M (93.2 — f0) ]

A _  |o .36 l(fcZ -  ta )0'25 0 .3 6 1 7  -  ^  )°'25 >" 0 .1 5 1 #  (2.4-12)

[o.isiVv7 0 .3 6 1 7 - O 0-2#  o . i s i #

_ f l . 0  + 0 .2 /cZ I c l^ 0 .5 d o  (2.4-13)

■ d ~ [1.05 + 0. l / cZ I d x  O.Sclo

Where

M = metabolic heat production, Btu/(h-f2)

W = external work accomplished, Btu/(h-f2)

tci = clothing surface

f r = mean radiant temperature , °F

ta = ambient air, °F

Pa = water vapor pressure in ambient air, psi 

Ici = thermal resistance of clothing, in d o  units

Rci = thermal insulation of clothing, in h ft2 °F/Btu (1 clo=0.88 h ,ft2,0F/Btu) 

y  = air velocity, fpm
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Then, the thermal comfort index, which predicts the mean response of a large group of 

people according to the ASHRAE thermal sensation scale, can be calculated by the 

following equation (ASHRAE, 1993, after Fagner, 1970).

PM V = [0.303 exp(- 0.036M ) + 0.028]L (2.4-14)

Where

L  = the thermal load on the body; the difference between the left and right of 

equation (2.4-10).

And the results can be interoperated by the following scale:

+3 Hot

+2 Warm

+1 Slightly warm 

0 Neutral

-1 Slightly cool

-2 Cool

-3 Cold

Finally, the predicted percent dissatisfied (PPD) can be calculated by the following 

equation (ASHRAE, 1993); see Figure 2.4-7, (Parsons, 1993)

PPD = 100 - 95 exp[- (o.03353PMy 4 + 0.2179PMF 2 )J (2.4-15)

Where dissatisfied is defined as anybody not voting either -1 , +1, or 0 (note; that even with 

PMV = 0, about 5% of the people are dissatisfied.
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cold cool slightly neutral slightly warm hot
cool warm

100%

O) 10

Figure 2.4-7: Predicted percentage of dissatisfied (PPD) as function 
of predicted mean vote (PMV); source: Parsons, 1993

Fagner have found only small insignificant variation in the comfort sensation of different 

sex, age, and geographical locations, therefore, he concluded that the PMV is applicable for 

all these ranges (Parsons, 1993). The wrong perception in this area might be explained with 

lower metabolism which compensated by a lower evaporative loss, different activities, and 

different clothing (ASHRAE, 1993).

2A .2.1.3 Com puter softw are availability

■ W incom f fountain, M., http://www.dnai.com/~fountain

■ Thermal Comfort Estimator, ProgrammABLe Solutions, 

http://www.p-soln.freeserve.co.uk

http://www.dnai.com/~fountain
http://www.p-soln.freeserve.co.uk


2A.2.2 Visual comfort assessment

Visual comfort assessment holds an importance part of determining the shading schedule, 

since it indicates on the level of daylighting which is necessary in order to obtain occupants 

comfort, and respectively, their good performance. Shading not only influences the thermal 

indoor conditions, but also influences the amount and quality of daylight which the 

building interior receives. Therefore, when using shading, thermal considerations must be 

weighed against the potential of reduction in daylighting (Burt, 1987).

Daylight not only can provide energy conservation by reducing the use of artificial lighting, 

but also can provide saving by achieving a better occupants performance. Human senses 

were developed for outdoor life, therefore, there is no better light than daylight; and we 

should use it as much as possible to improve comfort (Behling, 1996). Appropriate indoor 

daylight increases attention spans and reduces mental fatigue (Navvab, 1997). In addition, 

it provides physiological benefits with calcium absorption, metabolism, and hormone 

secretion; and emotional benefits from the dynamic richness which daylight provides to the 

building interior (Helms, 1991). The daylight variability during the day and during the 

different seasons of the year provides variation in intensity, color, and shadow direction 

and length, connecting the building occupants to the outdoor nature and providing time 

sensation. Aesthetically, daylighting inserts “visual sparkle and excitement” to the building 

interior (Lam, 1986) and can strengthen many of the different architectural concepts; for 

instance, building form, space, structure, and materials.
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Determining the exact boundaries of visual comfort zone is problematical task, since 

quality has intangible nature. Furthermore, assessment of the illuminance quality is needed 

to reflect more than one task: consider cultural differences in illuminance preferences, be 

suitable for viewers of varying ages, and satisfying more complex needs than vision alone 

(Veitch, 1998). Recently, Veitch and Newsham (1998) argued that contemporary visual 

performance models address only the illumination quantity rather addressing the quality. 

Then, suggested that since the outcomes that benefit from good lighting quality are 

behavioral outcomes, therefore, the definition of lighting quality should be also depends on 

behavioral conditions. Space should allows good conditions for seeing, supports task or 

behaviors performance, fosters desirable communication, contributes to appropriate mood, 

provides good conditions for health, and contributes to the aesthetic of the space (Veitch, 

1998).

Results from the evaluation for the department of energy (DOE; nonresidential 

experimental buildings program) indicate that the most important aspect of the successful 

use of daylighting was good distribution. A well distributed daylight provided a visually 

comfortable and largely glare-free environment. In addition, eliminating direct beam 

radiation from entering directly the occupied space provided successful spaces (Burt, Hill 

1987).



2.4.2.2.1 Elements o f  visual comfort

2 .4 .2 .2 .1 .1  Illu m in an ce  lev e l

The illuminance level is a major element which determines the human visibility. Higher 

illuminance level provides more reflected light from the details needed to be seen, 

increasing, in general, the ability to see better those details. However, above certain level of 

illuminance, the increase of iluminance yield less and less improvement in task 

performance until performance saturates (Ruck, 1989, after Neston 1945). The level of 

illuminance at which performance saturates depends on the size and contrast of the details; 

the smaller the size and contrast, the higher the illuminance level (Ruck, 1989). On the over 

hand, high level of illuminance can accompanies higher level of glare which can reduce the 

visual acuity and contrast sensitivity (Pholvilai, 1997). In general, illuminance design level 

for a work plane for office work requires about 538 lx (50 fc), within the range of -10 

percent and +25 percent (DiBartolomeo, 1997).

Since the amount of light required good visibility varies significantly according to the 

observer age and the task, there are disagreements about the exact illuminance levels 

required (Schiler, 1992). The IBS provide illuminance guidelines as a procedure based on 

the level of details in the task, the observer age, the importance of speed and accuracy, and 

the reflectance of the task and its background (Schiler, 1992). Calculations procedure to 

determine the required illuminance levels can be founded in Schiler book, Simplified design 

o f building lighting (Schiler, 1992, p65).



2 .4 .2 .2 .1 .2  C o n tra s t

Contrast between details and their immediate backgrounds (for instance between print and 

paper), holds an important rule in the visibility acuity (Helms and Belcher, 1991); the 

higher the contrast the higher the visibility acuity. Overall, increase in illuminance 

produces improve in the contrast sensitivity and visual acuity (Ruck, 1989). To illustrate, 

lost of one percent in contrast, need to be compensated with about five percent more 

illuminance, in order to maintain the same degree of visibility (Pholvilai, 1997, after Sorcar 

1987). However, when the details and their backgrounds are illuminated by the same 

source, their luminances are only dependent on their reflectance; and will keep the same 

contrast ratio even if the source intensity changes (IBS, 1984). Since reflectances are 

frequently uninformed, the contrast may vary with different observer position or source 

position (BBS, 1984). The following equation (IBS, 1984, 3-14) provide the contrast ratio 

between details and their backgrounds:

c=hzl±
h

(2.4-16)

Where

C = contrast ratio between details and their backgrounds 

Ld = luminance of details

Lb = luminance of backgrounds

Note: that result values range between 0 and 1 for details darker than their backgrounds, 

and between 0 and <=« for details brighter than their backgrounds



The environment luminous influences the perceived contrast, therefore, the following 

factors contributes to the level of contrast: space magnitude and proportions; surfaces 

reflectance; light sources layout, intensity, and polarization. In addition, there are variation 

among different people in sensitivity level to contrast, responsible for different level of 

visibility (Helms and Belcher, 1991).

The luminance of the further background also influences significantly the contrast between 

the details and their immediate backgrounds. Foxell and Stevens have found in 1955 that if 

the background luminance is slightly less than the task luminance, then optimum visual 

acuity occurs; otherwise, if the background luminance is much lower or higher than the 

task luminance, visual acuity is significantly reduced (Ruck, 1989). On the other hand, 

comprehensive experiment conducted by Balder in 1957, at recommended office 

illuminance of 570-750 lx, have recommended the following optimal background to task 

ratios: 0.55 for walls facing the task area, 0.48 for wall alongside the task; and 0.5 to 0.8 

for the ceiling (Ruck, 1989). Finally, the current recommendations suggests that the 

background illuminance, in a local lighting installation, should be bellow one third of the 

task illuminance (Ruck, 1989).
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2 .4 .2 .2 .1 .3  G lare

Glare, caused by excessively bright source of light in the field of view, can create physical 

discomfort, loss in visual performance and in some cases even loss in visibility (Helms and 

Belcher, 1991). Therefore, should be a primary consideration when evaluating the daylight 

quality. The effect level of glare determined by the light source size, proximity, position in 

field of view, luminance level, and the apparent brightness due to contrast with its 

background, (Pholvilai, 1997). In addition, the level of surround luminance and the period 

which excessive luminance is present can influence significantly the glare level (Helms and 

Belcher, 1991).

Glare can be caused directly or indirectly. While direct glare caused by bright sources of 

light shining directly into the eyes, indirect glare caused by reflection of bright source from 

a surface (Helms and Belcher, 1991). Indirect glare can appear in two forms, reflected glare 

and veiling reflections (Helms and Belcher, 1991). Reflected glare is caused by specular or 

glossy surfaces reflecting light from a bright source into the observer eyes. Its can create 

great discomfort and reduction in visibility, which can be strengthen by dark background 

(Helms and Belcher, 1991). On the other hand, veiling reflections are caused by matte or 

diffuse surfaces reflecting light into the observer eyes, as a result reducing the task contrast 

(even if the reflections are not apparent), which can results in a loss in visibility and visual 

performance. (Helms and Belcher, 1991).



Glare can be categorized according to its affect. While discomfort glare represents 

discomfort from the excessive contrast, produced by variations in luminance across the 

visual field; the disability glare represents reduction in visibility, caused by intense light 

which scatters in the eye, producing a luminous veil on the retina, as a result obscuring the 

observed object image. The disability glare is more likely to be created from vary bright 

skies or direct sunlight through exposed windows (Ruck, 1989). The visual comfort 

probability (VCP) method is currently recognized by the DESNA for evaluating direct glare 

in a room. It represents the percentage of people that probably will not complain about the 

glare which can be produced in the space (Helms and Belcher, 1991). The VCP at any 

point can be can be calculated as described by Guth (Guth, 1966) or by a computer 

program (DiLaura, 1976) (Helms and Belcher, 1991). Accounting for the following factors: 

room size and shape; surface reflectance; illumination level; light sources type, size, 

number, location, orientation, and distribution; luminance of the entire visual field; 

observer location and line of sight; differences in individual glare sensitivity; and 

equipment and furniture (Helms and Belcher, 1991).



2 .4 .2 .2 .1 .4  C o lo r

Navvab reports that experiments at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory shows that pupil size 

and brightness perception are strongly affected by rod activity at typical office light levels, 

consequently, influencing the vision level. Navvab suggests that these results indicates that 

a scotopically richer spectral light can help to a achieved a better level of visual 

performance, visual clarity, and brightness perception, without increasing the photopic 

luminance. Navvab concludes that while luminance and contrast are the primary variable of 

visual comfort, the spectral variation of light affects the eye, and respectively the vision 

(Navvab, 1997).

Color can modify contrast making the borders more or less distinct. Such as chromatic 

contrast can strengthen visibility of achromatic contrasts and provide the only distinction 

under achromatic equilibrium. However, chromatic contrasts are in general less apparent 

than achromatic contrasts (Kaufman, 1984). Overall, the larger the saturation difference 

between details and their backgrounds, the larger the disagreement will be between the 

perceived contrast and the estimated contrast, if the later is based only on achromatic 

luminance (Kaufman, 1984).



2A.2.2.2 Daylight quality indexes

Both daylight factor (DP) and the Lumen method can be used in order to approximate the 

indoor illuminance level in respect to the outdoor illuminance (see section 2.4.1.3.4.1). 

Since they include many limitation (see section 2.4.1.3.4.1) they can be use only as a 

partially indicator for visual comfort assessments. The vertical to horizontal ratio and the 

daylight variability index provide better induction for the level of visual comfort. However, 

they are base on measurements.

2 .4 .2 .2 .2 .1  V e rtic a l to  h o rizo n ta l illu m in an ce  ra tio

The vertical to horizontal illuminance ratio (V/H) has been found as a useful visual 

performance indicator. The (V/H) ratio has the following advantages: accommodate the 

presence of direct sunlight; can be used for both electric and daylight systems, including 

hybrid system; gives a good indication of the direction of the light and its distribution; and 

provides information on glare and contrast levels (Love, 1993).

The (V/H) ratio can be obtain by inputting measured data at a certain indoor point in the 

following equation (Love, 1993).

VH = E m /E 1H

Where

VH = vertical to horizontal illuminance ratio (V/H)

E m  = vertical illuminance on the work plane facing the window 

Em  = horizontal illuminance on the work plane

(2.4-17)



2 .4 .2 .2 .2 .2  D ay lig h t v a ria b ility  index

The daylight variability index provides the daylight variability on the task, which then can 

be compare for all sky conditions. It was developed empirically and expressed as the 

difference between the horizontal and vertical illuminance data which is measured at 25 

degree viewing angle on the task plane, divided by the horizontal illuminance (Navvab, 

1997). The daylight variability index can be calculated with the following equation 

(Navvab, 1997):

DVI = (Vw- H t ) / V w (2.4-18)

Where

DVi = daylight variability on the task

Vw = vertical task illuminance at a 25 degree viewing direction toward 

the window

Ht = horizontal task illuminance at a 25 degree viewing direction
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2.4.3 Shading Schedule Results

Both thermal and visual comfort assessments indicate on the hourly shading schedule.

2.4.3.1 Thermal comfort results

Result from the thermal comfort assessment, generally, indicates on the necessity for full 

shading or full solar penetration, at a point and during the examined hour.

When the thermal index indicates on overheated or comfort conditions, full shading is 

required in order not to load the space with more heat load; and when the thermal index 

indicates on under-heated conditions, for most of the cases full solar penetration (no 

shading) is required in order to heat the space. However, results which lay within the under 

heated conditions and their thermal index is relatively close to comfort condition, might 

required only partially solar penetration (partially non-shading).

Outdoor shading schedule

f t
Outdoor thermal index

Required: N o shading

1i

o 
:

C
om

fo
rt Under-heated

period

Indoor thermal index

f t

Indoor shading schedule

Overheated ^ ^

C
om

fo
rt ; •; •; Under-heated 

;.;.; period

f t r
Required: 

N o shading

Required:
Partially no shadingFigure 2.4-8: Shading index
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2.4.3.1.1 Coefficient A

Coefficient A is utilized as a correction representing the differences in energy consumption 

between the effect of shading and the effect of non-shading. Since the cellular method 

utilizes weighted averaging, it is significant to realistically represent the proportional 

importance of each one of its values. While the shading (at a period which it is required) 

provides energy consumption on the cooling load, the non-shading (at a period which it is 

required) provides energy consumption on the heating load. However, the same level of 

shading effect (heat gain from solar radiation) can provide different energy consumption 

for heating or cooling. The difference appears due to difference in energy consumptions 

and efficiency of the different mechanical systems. In addition, the amount of energy is 

needed in order to restore the comfort level can vary between heating and cooling. The 

difference can be measured with equivalent value of money, energy conservation, and the 

level of sustainability of the different energy resources. The measurement type and the 

energy consumption and efficiency of the mechanical systems can vary for each case, 

providing different proportions and respectively different A coefficients. Figure 2.4-9 

illustrates the potential for proportion in energy conservation between shading and non

shading; and the following equations can be used to represent this proportion with 

coefficient A.

Shading Non-shading

Figure 2.4-9: Proportional potential difference in energy 
conservation between heating and cooling loads
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Where

A = coefficient representing the heating portion of the energy utilization (%) 

i-A = coefficient representing the cooling portion of the energy utilization (%) 

ECm = energy conservation on heating load of shading effect 

ECd = energy conservation on cooling load of shading effect

2.4.3.1.2 Coefficient B

Coefficient B is utilized as a correction representing the amount of solar penetration needed 

at the transition range. The transition range occurs during the under-heated condition when 

only partial shading is needed to restore thermal comfort condition eliminating any excess 

solar radiation which can result in overheating of the space (consensually need for cooling). 

While the transition range is relevantly small in the outdoor environment due to free 

transformation of heat through the air, at the indoor environment the transition range is 

larger due to the phenomenon of green house effect.

Coefficient B represents the required solar which is needed in order to achieve thermal 

comfort, as a portion from the potential solar available through the entire fenestration 

during the examined hour. Coefficient B calculation base on the first law of 

thermodynamics, conservation of energy, and assumption, that the building properties and



the indoor and outdoor conditions remain constant in this hour. This equivalent represent 

with equation (2.4-21). Then, equation (2.4-22) isolates Coefficient B.
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Figure 2.4-JO: shading necessity 
transition zone

Comfort Under heated period

• ............................................................................................ .......
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Transition zone

Required: partially no shading

I
§

I
I

Shading effect of all 

fenestration (Btu/ft2)

Energy required to meet 

thermal comfort (Btu/ft2)

(2.4-21)

B
A H T  

SH  e x Fa
x 100 (2.4-22)

Where

B  = coefficient represents the portion of potential solar which is required 

in order to achieve thermal comfort.

When B>1, use 1 (No shading at all), otherwise use B 

A H T  = The difference between the heat content of the space air without 

introducing direct solar radiation and of the space air at desirable 

thermal comfort index (Btu)

SHe = potential heat gain from direct solar radiation (Btu/ft2)

Fa = fenestrations area (f2)



2.4.3.2 Visual comfort results

The utilization of daylight in the consideration to calculate the shading necessity at 

different points can increase significantly energy conservation. Allowing the necessary 

daylight to enter the space not only can enhance the quality of light in the space (if used 

correctly) but also can reduce the energy consumption of artificial lightening (in case of 

controlled lighting) and can reduce the energy consumption from counterbalancing the heat 

from the lighting features (cooling load). On the other hand, the solar heat gain from 

daylight and other wavelengths of the spectrum can increase the cooling loads. Since the 

shading form modifies the amount of daylight penetrating into the indoor space, it has a 

significant influence on the energy consumption of the building. In general, daylight is 

more efficient than electric lighting, since it produces more lumens per watt than most 

common types of electric lighting while producing less heat than these electric lighting, 

which reduces the cooling load (Behling, 1996, and Hendricks, 1999).

Overall, the lighting accounts for approximately 30-50 percent of all electricity used in 

large commercial buildings (Choi and Mistrick, 1997, Lechner, 1991, and Rawat, 1994). 

Navvab estimates that by applying lighting controls to take advantage of daylight in 

commercial space in the US would save about $ 3 billion per year in energy costs; and also 

it could displace the peak output of about 15 typical 1000 MW electric plant (Navvab, 

1997). Experiments conducted at Norway utilizing dimming control indicates on 13% 

reduction in overall energy use for north facing fenestration and 18% reduction in overall 

energy use (Dubois, 1997, after Andresen et al.).
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In addition, utilizing daylighting can reduce the peak energy demand which occurs usually 

during sunny summer afternoons when the air conditioning is working at full capacity 

counterbalancing the great heat load during that time. The great amount of solar during this 

time provide sufficient daylight and by using dimming control energy usually spend on 

artificial lights can be conserved. As a result, electric power plants, which must be built and 

sized to accommodate the peak energy demand, can be built smaller or reduced in number, 

reducing the ecological damage and pollution (Lechner, 1991).

Finally, Work by Rundquist (1991) indicates on typical payback periods between 1 and 5 

years for a photo-sensor lighting control system, depending on window configuration 

(Dubois, 1997, after Rundquist (1991). However, benefit from daylighting is not only 

measured by its energy saving but also by the occupant satisfaction. Fisk and Rosenfeld 

estimates improved indoor environments results in financial benefits considerably greater 

than the costs of such improvements (Veitch, 1998b, after Fisk and Rosenfeld, 1997). On 

the other hand, a poor daylighting design can increase significantly the cooling load 

(Holliday, 1984) and reduce the visual comfort. In conclusion, daylighting design can 

provide significant energy conservation and visual comfort if fenestration designed 

carefully to provide proper distribution and quality of daylighting while refraining from 

overheating the space.
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2.4.3.2.1 Coefficient C

The shading schedule model discounts the daylight coefficient when the visual comfort 

assessment indicates on sufficient daylight through the fenestration or over-illuminance 

(which most probably will not occur often). On the other hand, when the visual comfort 

assessment indicates on under-illumination, the shading schedule model calculates the 

necessary portion of available direct solar radiation needed to meet the visual comfort level. 

Next, the necessary portion is examined against the thermal loss due to the incoming direct 

solar in order to determine if it provides energy conservation. If no saving from this 

admission, the model discounts the daylight coefficient. However, if energy is conserved 

then the model utilizes the coefficient representing a bigger portion, coefficient B or 

coefficient C.

C x
Shading Effect 

(illuminance) of all 
fenestration (SHi)

illuminance required 
to meet visual comfort (2.4-23)

illuminance required to meet 
visual comfort

C=
Shading Effect (illuminance) 

of all fenestration

(2.4-24)



Saving assessment:

Energy saving from 
not using artificial 

lighting, due to 
additional AI

-

Energy loss on heating 
from artificial lighting

Energy loss on cooling load 
due to the additional solar

(2.4-25)

Where

C = coefficient represents the portion of potential daylight which is required 

in order to achieve visual comfort.

When C>1, use 1 (No shading at all), otherwise use C

AI = The difference between the illuminance level of the space without

introducing direct solar radiation and of the illuminance level at desirable 

visual comfort index (Lux)

SHj = Shading effect (the potential illuminance from direct solar radiation) 

(Lux)

2.43.2.2 Coefficient D

The potential for energy conservation from daylight utilization can exist also in comfort or 

overheated periods, when conservation of energy spent on artificial lighting and 

conservation of energy to counterbalance the heat admitted from the artificial lighting, is 

larger than the additional energy spent on cooling to counterbalancing the additional 

radiation admitted to the space. In order to correct the shading schedule to account for



energy conservation from the daylighting, also in overheated period, if energy conservation 

is found by equation (2.4-27), coefficient D, from equation (2.4-26), need to replace the 

hourly necessity value. Note that the new hourly value receives negative sign (instead of 

the positive) which mean that no-shading is recommended.

illuminance required to meet 
visual comfort

D = ” =
Shading Effect (illuminance) 

of all fenestration

(2.4-26)

Energy saving from Energy saving from
not using artificial counterbalancing the

lighting, due to + heat admitted from
additional AI artificial lighting

Energy loss on cooling load 
due to the additional solar

(2.4-27)



2.5 THE CELLULAR METHOD THREE DIMENSIONAL APPLICATION

The cellular method also can generate three dimensional optimal shading form by 

examining several shading planes of a particular fenestration. First, boundaries of desired 

shading form need to be determined from the shading necessity pattern of each shading 

plane (see Figure 2.5-1). Then, the boundary lines located at their three dimension 

positions (relative to fenestration) need to be connected, generating a shading necessity 

surface (see Figure 2.5-2). This surface represents an optimal three dimensional shading 

necessity pattern, dividing between space that requires shading and space that requires non

shading. Application of this method, the boundaries of an optimal three dimensional 

shading form, can be established by intersecting desirable shading form (esthetically, 

structurally..) with the optimal shading necessity surface (determined by the cellular 

method), (see Figure 2.5-2 and Figure 2.5-3).

window"

de s ir ed  shading prof i le

de s i red  shading form boundaries
( a t  d i f f e r e n t  h e ig h t s )

Figure 2.5-1 Desired shading form boundaries (Tucson, South)



Figure 2.5-2: Optimal shading necessity surface (Tucson, South)

Figure 2.5-3: An example for optimal shading form (Tucson, South)



CHAPTER 3 : M ETHOD ILLUSTRATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The objective of this chapter is to illustrate the major capabilities of the cellular method. In 

order to provide a coherent demonstration, two extreme climates in the U.S.A. (Tucson, 

Arizona, and Fairbanks, Alaska) were examined by the method for their optimal shading 

necessity patterns. Similar building settings for both locations were proposed, which allows 

demonstration of cellular method responds to variation among the two climates and 

cardinal orientations: South, West, East, and North.

In order to demonstrate the cellular method major capabilities, the author has developed 

preliminary calculator named the “Optimal Shading Form” (OS-FORM), which utilizes a 

spread sheet calculations. For a complete demonstration of the method capabilities the 

author recommends further development of the mathematical model and further 

development of appropriate computer application. These are beyond the scope and the

timeframe of this thesis.
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3.2 METHODOLOGY

3.1.1 Building Settings

The following figure (Figure 3.2-1) presents the assumed building settings. At this point, 

the space is simulated as one space. Future development might account for zonal 

subdivision.

13

Shading plane

Section

Figure 3.2-1: Building setting



3.1.2 Assumptions

The following table (Table 11) presents the different assumptions which have been used for 

the method illustration.

Space volume Total floor = 11700 c.ft. (height 13 ft)

Floor area Total floor = 900 ft2

Wall area Each wall = 390 ft2 

Total walls = 1560 ft2

Envelope thermal 

properties

Floor = R-1000 (for assumed middle floor) 

Roof = R-1000 (for assumed middle floor) 

Walls = R-19

Fenestration Height = 6 ft (window sill height = 3.5 ft)

Length = 8 ft 

Each window = 48 ft2

Total window = 192 ft2 (Ratio windows to floor of about 21%) 

Window = R -  2 (Double clear glass, Frame aluminum with break) 

Glass located flush to the exterior wall surface

Area of thermal 225 ft2 furniture

mass 450 ft2 partitions

450 ft2 concrete floor

450 ft2 concrete with carpet floor

Function Office building

Occupancy schedule 8 am- 6pm, Monday to Friday

Internal load 4 occupants at peak

1.78 W/ft2 internal light peak

1.52 W/ft2 other internal gain peak (i.e. appliances etc..)

Infiltration 1 ACH (air change per hour)

Ventilation 180 cfm outside make-up air at occupancy (0.2 cfm per floor area)

Relative air velocity 29.53 fpm (0.15 m/s), (provided mechanically)



Solar availability No solar obstruction from topography, adjacent buildings, or 

vegetation.

Microclimate Same as TMY2 data (no modification)

MRT As the dry bulb temperature

Direct radiation Occupants situated in the space protected from direct solar radiation

Activity Office; 20 Btu/hf2

Clothing Office; summer (May-Sep.)= 0.8 d o  and winter (Oct.-Apr.)= 1 d o

Shading Windows fully shaded by shading plane (Starting point)

Mechanical systems 

(cooling and heating)

Always off (Starting point)

Table 11: Model illustration assumption



3.2.1 Independent Variables

Two locations in the U.S.A. (Tucson, Arizona, and Fairbanks, Alaska) and four 

orientations (South, West, East, and North) were chosen to be examined by the cellular 

method for this method illustration.

3.2.1.1 Examined regions

Tucson Fairbanks

Arizona Alaska

Latitude 32° 7 'N  (AP) 64° 49' N

Longitude 110° 56' W (AP) 147° 52'W

Elevation 2558 feet 453 feet

Climatic Region Hot and arid Cold and relatively dry

Table 12: Examined regions

3.2.1.2 Examined orientations

N

p/S

w

¥

S

E

Figure 3.2-2: Examined orientations
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3.1.3 Analysis by Cellular Method

The following sections (3.1.3.1 to 3.1.3.3) present a calculation procedure which was used 

in order to determine the shading necessity pattern for the different examined settings.

3.1.3.1 Hourly shading projection model

Calculations from section (2.2.2) have been utilized to determine the hourly sun angles.

For example, the sun angles for south window in Tucson in January 15 at 10AM can be 

calculated as follow:

Julian day using Table 2 (page 58).
7=15

The equation of time correction using equation (2.2-23);(calculation in radians):

£T  = 0.170 sin
373

( l5 -  80) -0 .1 2 9  sin
355

(15-8 ) -0,1544 (decimal hours)

The apparent solar time using equation (2.2-21); (radians):

t=  10 + (-0.1544) + 12 (1.8326-1.9362) / tt = 9,4498 (decimal hours)

The solar declination using equation (2.2-18); (calculation and result in radians):

I n
8  = 0.4093 sin

368
(15-81) : -0.3696

The solar altitude using equation (2.2-16); (calculation and result in radians):

77= jr * (9.4498) /1 2  = 2.4739

sin /? = sin 0.5603 sin (-0.3696) - cos 0.5603 cos(-0.3696) cos 2.4739 =■ 0.4283
jl = 0.4426
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The solar azimuth using equation (2.2-17); (calculation and result in radians):

cos 0 = [sin 0.4426 sin 0.5603 -  sin (-0.3696) ] /(cos 0.4426 cos 0.5603)= 0.7643
0= 0.6931

0(moming)= -0.6931

Calculations from section (2.2.1) have been utilized to determine if a cell is in the projected 

shading at a given hour. Values 0 or 1 were given accordingly (0 for outside and 1 for 

within).

For example, cell on a shading projection plane which starts directly above a south window 

in Tucson and its coordinates (x=10, y=10) can be calculated for January 15 at 10AM by 

equations (2.2-1), (2.2-2), (2.2-3) as follow (in radians):

for the following variables:

HIG = 6 ’ = 18 units

WID = 8 ' =  24 units

DIS = 0

TILT -  7t/2 (=90 degrees)

AWN = ti/2 (=90 degrees)

NAZ  = 0.6931

PALT = 0.5522 [tanPALT= (tan 0 .4426 /cos(-0.6931)]

unit = window length divided by 24 (cells) 

y = measured from window center

x = measured from the intersection of shading plane and wall surface



calculation would be:

< (l8 + 0 )x s in (^ '/2 -0 .5 5 2 2 )x c o s (^ '-^ r /2 -^ '/2 )  
sin(^ — 0.5522 — tzIIl)

10 < 29.214 correct

0 ^  (l8 + 0 )x s in ( ;r /2 -0 .5 5 2 2 )x c o s ( ;r - ;z 7 2 -7 r /2 )
~ 18 + 0 s i n ( ^ - ^ / 2  + 0 .5 5 2 2 -^ /2 )

10 > 0  correct 

— tan(0 .693l)xX l > —̂ —

12 > 1.69 < -1 2  correct

The results indicate on agreements in all the three equations, therefore, we can determine 

that this particular cell could affect the amount of solar radiation which the fenestration 

receives at this particular time.
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3.1.3.2 Hourly shading effect

TMY2 hourly beam radiation data were averaged in order to account for one averaged 

monthly day. These were utilized as surface radiation instead of calculations of section 

(2.3.2.1).

For example, the TMY2 hourly beam radiation data for Tucson for January 1 5 ,10AM is 

207 Wh/m2 (60.415 Btu/hf2). [lW h/m2=(3.415179 /10.76391) Btu/hf2].

B

Hourly incidence angles where calculated by calculations of section (2.3.3.1) and their 

cosine were multiplied with the corresponding TMY2 hourly beam radiations values.

For example, the TMY2 hourly beam radiation data for Tucson on January 15 at 10AM 

was modified by equations (2.3-9) and (2.3-7) as follow:

Cos iy — cos 0.4426 * cos (0 - 0.6931)= 0.6951 

I  = 60.415 * 0.6951= 41.9944 Btu/hf2



Solar heat gain coefficients for center of glass (SHGCc) from the software Window 4.1 

(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), which accounts for different incidence angles, 

have replaced the transmission and reemission calculations of section (2.3.4.1). These were 

multiply by the values from previous step, providing the final shading effect values (Btu / 

ft2).

For example, the final shading effect values for south window at Tucson on January 15 at 

10AM was modified as follow:

41.9944 * 0.7374= 30.9666 B tu/ ft2

Where, the SHGCc calculated by Window 4.1 of double clear glass at solar incidence angle

of 0.8022 radians (45.96 degree) is 0.7374.



3.1.3.3 Hourly shading schedule

A

The computer simulation ENERGY 10 have been utilized to provide hourly indoor wet and 

dry bulb temperatures. Using the building setting and assumption provided in section 

(3.1.2). The data input for ENERGY 10 can be found in appendix. Graph representing the 

simulated energy flow can be found also in the appendix.

The indoor temperatures for these settings for January 1 5 ,10AM (provided by ENERGY- 

10) are: dry bulb temperature of 62.08, °F and wet bulb temperature of 45.51°F.

B

PMV calculations from section (2.4.2.1.2.3) have been utilized to provide the shading 

schedule using the indoor wet and dry bulb temperatures from the previous step and the 

assumption provided in section (3.1.2).

Note: The daylight consideration described in section (2.4.3.2) are not included in this 

demonstration.

For example, for south window of generic office building (see assumption at sections 3.1.1 

and 3.1.2) the comfort index (PMV) for Tucson in January 1 5 ,10AM can be calculated 

using equations (2.4-10) to (2.4-14) as follow:
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For the following variables:

M  = 20, Btu/(h-f2)

W  = 0 , Btu/(h-f2)

tci = clothing surface

~tr = 62.08, °F (assumed same as ta)

ta = 62.08, °F

pa = water vapor pressure in ambient air, psi

Id = 1 , in d o  units (Oct.-Apr.); 0.8, in d o  units (May-Sep.)

Rci =0.88, h-ft2-°F/Btu (Oct.-Apr.); 0.7, h-ft2-°F/Btu (May-Sep.) 

y  = 29.53, fpm

Where water vapor pressure in ambient air (pa) can be calculated from wet and dry bulb 

temperature as follow (see www.agsci.kvl.dk/~bek/relhum.htm):

Pa = exp
16.78x7.51-116.9

7.51 + 237.3 

-  0.00066 x (l + 0.00115x7.51) 

x  [101.325 x exp(- 0.0001184 x 779.68)] x (16.71-7.51) 

=0.4726 pKa

where:

Tw = 7.51 = wet bulb temperature, in °C 

Td = 16.71 = dry bulb temperature, in °C 

E = 779.68 = elevation, in meters

Then results are needed to be multiplied by 0.1450377 to convert to psi

0.4726 x  0.1450377 = 0.06854 psi

http://www.agsci.kvl.dk/~bek/relhum.htm
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Calculation of the PMV would be as follow:

/ d =1.15 =
1.0+ 0.2 1K O.Sclo
1.05 + 0.1 1 >- 0,5clo

tcl = 82.34 = 96.3 -  0.156(20 -  0)

- 0.88[(20- 0)
-  0.97(5.73 -  0.022(20 -  0) -  6.9 x  0.06854 ]
-  0.42[(20 -  0 )-1 8 .4 3 ]-  0.0173 x 20(5.87 -  6.9 x  0.06854 )
-  0.00077 x 20(93.2 -  62.08) ]

(20- 0) -1 .196x 10"91.15[(82.34+ 460)4 -  (62.08+ 460)4 J 
+ 1.15x0.8205x (82.34-62.08)
+ 0.97(5.73 -  0.022(20-0) -  6.9 x 0.06854]
+ 0 .4 2 [(2 0 -0 )-18.43]

+ 0.0173X 20(5.87 -  6.9 x  0.06854)

+ 0.00077x20(93.2 -  62.08)
= —23.6026

Then the PMV index is calculated with equation (2.4-14) as follow:

PMV =-4 .1418 = [0.303 e x p (-0.036 x 2 0 )+ 0.028]x (-23.6026)

The results for this hour can be interpreted by the following scale as too cold (under-heated 

period):

+3 Hot -1 Slightly cool
+2 Warm 0 Neutral -2 Cool
+1 Slightly warm -3'

h. = 0.8205 =
0.361(82.34-5 1 .5 )0'25 0.361(82.34-62.08)°^ X 0.151^29.53

0.15W29.53 0.361(82.34-62 .08)a25 -< 0.15W29.53
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3.3 RESULTS

In order to demonstrate some of the Cellular method capabilities a calculating tool, Optimal 

Shading Form (OS-FORM®), was developed by the author utilizing Excel spread sheets. 

The OS-FORM at this point capable of about 800,000 calculations to determine the 

periodical optimal shading necessity pattern for horizontal and inclined shading planes 

which shade rectangular windows. The OS-FORM accounts for about 15 parameters plus 

numerous building envelope parameters which are defined in the external simulations 

program providing the indoor thermal conditions data. At this point, the OS-FORM 

accounts only for thermal comfort (excluding visual comfort); does not yet account for 

solar obstructions; and does not yet refine the shading schedule results by the different 

coefficients. Future development in these areas is expected.

The following figures (Figure 3.3-1 to Figure 3.3-8) are the OS-FORM interface display. 

These include charts which provide the annually optimal shading necessity pattern for 

different windows orientations (south, west, east, north) and different locations (Tucson, 

Arizona and Fairbanks, Alaska). All charts follow the assumptions from sections 3.1.1 and 

3.1.2. The prime assumptions are vertical window (876’), horizontal shading plane 

immediate above window, and indoor office space. The chart in following figures should 

be read as follow: The darker the blue, the higher the shading necessity, therefore, shading 

is recommended in these areas. The darker the red, the higher the necessity for no shading, 

therefore, shading is not recommended in these areas. The scale is in Btu/f2 for the 

examined period (at this case for the all year).



The optimal shading form calculator c Er«n Kaftan

Site I Tucson

Latitude

Longitude

Elevation

Local Standard Time Meridian 

Day of a Month

| 32 1 Degree

| 110 8 Degree

| 2558 Feet

j Mounto.n j d

1 15

Fenestration Length 

Fenestration Height

Fenestration Orientation (0*S.-90=E.90=W) 

Fenestration Till (90 for vertical)

I 96 Inch

| 7: Inch

| " Degree

| Degree

Shading Plane Distance from Fenestration | Inch

Shading Plane Tilt (from fenestration) ( < ' Degree

Metatobc Heat Production 

External Work

Summer Thermal Resistance of Clothing 

Winter Thermal Resistance of Clothing 

Relative Aw Velocity

Type of Glass

Examined Space

| 20 8tu'(hfy)

|  0  B t u ' ( h f )

| 08 d o

|  1 d o

| 29 53 f p m

|  O  S "lie dew #  [ o u t w d r w  O  L-iwE O  hone |

|  #  Indoor O  Outdoor

0 D e c

0 J « n0ftb
0M4I 
0 Apr 
0Mtv

01W1
0M
0Aug

05*0
0 O e t0Nov

Calculate ]

■  2001-2251
■  1751-2001
■  1501-1751
■ 1251-1601
■  1001-1251
■ 751-1001
■ 501-751
■ 251-601 
01-251 
0-249-1 
0-496-249 
O 749 499 
O 966-749 
O 1246 996 
O 1499-1249 
0-1746  1496
■ 1966 1749
■  •2246-1999 
0-2496-2249

Figure 3.3-1: Tucson-south
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The optimal shading form calculatorcEnm Kaftan

i{ Tucson'

latitude

Longitude

Elevation

Local Standard Time Meridian 

Day of a Month

Degree

I 110.8 Degree
______
I 2558 feet

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Fenestration Length 

Fenestration Height 

Fenestration Orientation (O«S.-90=E,90=W) I 90 Degree

Fenestration Tilt (90 for vertical) [ ~  Degree

Shading Plane Distance from Fenestration I o Inch
______

f f l  90 DegreeShading Plane THt (from fenestration)

' ______________

Metabolic Heat Production 8 20 8tu/(hf')
____

, o etu/(hfj)
, -

n n

External Work 

Summer Thermal Resistance of Clothing 

Winter Thermal Resistance of Clothing 

Relative Air Velocity

Type of Glass,

Examined Space

I N fC
jo  Single cl## ♦  Double dew O Low E O None |

•  Indoor O Outdoor

■  2001-2251
■ 1751-2001
■ 1501-1751
■ 1251-1501
■ 1001-1251 
■751-1001
■ 501-751
■  251-501 
01-251
0  2 4 6 1  

0 - 4 9 6 - 2 4 9  
O  7 46  -466 

0 - 8 6 6 - 7 4 9  
0  -1248  9 6 6  

0 - 1 4 6 6 - 1 2 4 6  |

■ -1749-1496 ,
■  -1986-1748 1
■  .2246-1999
■  2 4 8 9 -2 2 4 6

Figure 3.3-2: Tucson-west
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The optimal shading form calculator c Em Kaftan

■
t t e g r r e

* ■
I 110 8 Degree

B  2556 Feet

Latitude

Longitude

Elevation

Local Standard Time Meridian 

Day of a Month

Fenestration Length 

Fenestration Height

96 Inch

______
Fenestration Orientation (0-S,-90*E.90=W) io  Degree

Fenestration Tilt (90 for vertical) I 90 Degree

,_____
Shading Plane Distance from Fenestration I 0 Inch

Shading Plane Tilt (from fenestration) | 90 Degree

Metabolic Heat Production 

External Work

r r r -  ewK,
_̂ o Btu/fhf1)f _

Summer Thermal Resistance of Clothing ] 0 8 clo
_____

Winter Thermal Resistance of Clothing 1 cto
______
] 29.53 fpmRelative Air Velocity 

Type of Glassi 

Examined Space

j o  Single deer #  Doable dew 0  te w  E O  r*me j

•  Indoor O  Outdoor

■2001-2251
■ 1751-2001
■ 1501-1751
■ 1251-1501
■  1001 1251 
■751-1001 
■501 751
■ 251-501 
01-251 
0-248-1 
0-499--249 
0-748-499 
0-989-748 
0-1248-896 
0-1496-1249
■ .1749-1498
■  -1899-1749
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Figure 3.3-3: Tucson-east
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i Input

Latitude %T 3Z1 Degree

[ Longitude ■

Elevation

Local Standard Time Meridian 

Day of a Month 

Fenestration Length

Fenestration Height .
______

Fenestration Orientation (0=S,-90E,90*W) [ 180 Degree
______

Fenestration Tilt (90 for vertical) yo Degree

Shading Plane Distance from Fenestration | 0 Inch
______

Shading Plane THt (from fenestration) I to Degree

r
Metabolic Heat Production 

External Work

Summer Thermal Resistance of Clothing

g20 BtuZ(hr')

8tu/(hf)
_____

108 doI—o 
___

Winter Thermal Resistance of Clothing

Relative Air Velocity | 'pm

Type of Glass 

Examined Space

Figure 3.3-4: Tucson-north
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Local Standard Time Meridian 
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Fenestration Tilt (90 for vertical) f  90 Degn
______

Shading Plane Distance from Fenestration 

Shading Plane Tilt (from fenestration;

Metabolic Heat Production 

External Work

Summer Thermal Resistance of Clothing
......

Winter Thermal Resistance of Clothing I 1
___

Relative Air Velocity

H H H H I
Type of Glass!

m m m m
Examined Space

| 0  Single cleir #  Double deer O tow E O Hone j

•  Indoor O Outdoor

■2001-2251
■ 1751-2001
■ 1501-1751
■  1251-1501
■ 1001-1251 
■751-1001 
■501-751 
0251-501 
01-251
O  248-1 

0 - 4 9 9 - 2 4 8  

O  7 4 8  488  

0 - 8 8 8 - 7 4 8  

0 - 1 2 4 8  8 8 9  

0 - 1 4 9 8  1248

■  -1 7 4 8 -1 4 9 9

■  1998 1749
■ 2248-1899
■  7 4 8 8 -2 2 4 9

Figure 3.3-5: Fairbanks-south
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■
m

Fairbanks

n ^ ,
Elevation

Local Standard Time Meridian

Day of a Month

Fenestration Length 

Fenestration Height
__

Fenestration Orientation (0=S,-90=E,90=W) 90

Fenestration THt (90 for vertical) | 90

Shading Plane Distance from Fenestration 

Shading Plane Tilt (from fenestration)

Metabolic Heal Production 

External Work

Summer Thermal Resistance of Clothing 

Winter Thermal Resistance of Clothing

Figure 3.3-6: Fairbanks-west
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Elevation

Local Standard Time Meridian

1̂47.86 Degree
I_____m m  453

■w w iinJIiiiiiil
Day of a Month

Fenestration Length
■ B  ,___I 9G

___
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______

Fenestration Tilt (90 for vertical) | ”  Degree
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Shading Plane Distance from Fenestration o Inch
____

Shading Plane TW (from fenestration) | 90

Metabolic Heat Production 

External Work
. .

Summer Thermal Resistance of Clothing I 0  8

Winter Thermal Resistance of Clothing I 1 do

Relative Air Velocity I 29 53 fpm

Type of Glass!!

Examined Space

j O Single dear #  Double dew OtowE O Won* |

# Indoor O  Outdoor

Periodical Calculation

■ 2 0 0 1 -2 2 5 1

■  1751-2001

■  1901-1751

■  1261-1601

■  1001-1251  

■ 7 5 1 -1 0 0 1

■  501-751 

■ 2 5 1 -5 0 1  

0 1 -2 5 1  

0 -2 4 8 -1
O -4 9 6 -2 4 9

O  7 4 9 -4 9 9

0 - 9 9 9 - 7 4 9

0 - 1 2 4 9 - 9 8 8

0 - 1 4 9 9 -1 2 4 6

0 - 1 7 4 9 - 1 4 9 9

■  -1 9 9 6 -1 7 4 8  

0 - 2 2 4 9  1999

■  2 4 9 6 -2 2 4 9

Figure 3.3-7: Fairbanks-east
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Figure 3.3-8: Fairbanks-north



CHAPTER 4 : FUTURE STUDIES AND CONCLUSION

4.1 FUTURE STUDIES

It is the author view that the cellular method mathematical model needs improvements in 

following areas: accounting for diffuse and reflected solar radiation which passing through 

the cell and affecting a window; accounting for obstacles which obscure solar radiation 

reaching the fenestration; and incorporating daylight conservation in the energy 

conservation balance.

Improvement of the accuracy of cellular method requires simulation of the space as 

multiple zones (suggested in Figure 3.2-1). That will allow controlling the extant of the 

shading form at a few building elevations, yet achieving the optimal overall energy 

conservation.

In addition, validating the achievement of optimal energy conservation from use of shading 

necessity patterns determined by the cellular method is required. In order to validate these 

patterns, an energy simulation program needs to be improved to accommodate complex 

shading forms.

The computer application, OS-FORM®, accounts at this point only for thermal comfort 

(excluding visual comfort); does not yet account for solar obstructions; and does not yet 

refine the shading schedule results by the different coefficients. In addition, this application
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relies on an external computer simulation (like ENERGY-10) to provide indoor thermal 

data, which may not be available to the common designers. Future work by the author on 

the computer application, OS-FORM, might accommodate some of these areas.

Finally, movable louvers hold a great potential for future energy conservation since they 

can provide complete shade during overheated periods and good solar exposure during 

under-heated periods. However, in most cases, they require complex operation and their 

production has higher embedded energy consumption. The author, has suggested a 

preliminary method (the anchor method) for studying the shape and movement of the 

moveable shade which is required in order to optimize energy conservation. The anchor 

method is currently at a preliminary stage and is not included in this publication.



4.2 CONCLUSION

In contrast to previous methods of defining shading forms where moderate calculations 

often have been utilized, this method takes advantage of the capabilities of today’s 

computers. The method provides much finer resolution of shading necessity patterns by 

extensive hourly examinations of numerous cells, considering different parameters 

determined by the user. Such patterns indicate more accurate shading forms which can 

optimize building energy conservation. Since heat loads and daylight intensities vary 

according to different sun angles, even a rectangular window will not have an optimal 

shading form with simple geometry.

The cellular method can provide the optimal shading necessity pattern for broad building 

configurations, orientations, and locations around the world where climatic data is 

available. It accommodates the following prime considerations: regional, seasonal, and 

diurnal variation in solar radiation, including azimuth, altitude, intensity and spectrum; 

regional, seasonal, and diurnal climatic conditions; indoor thermal and visual conditions; 

fenestration properties, including angular dependent solar transmittance, orientation, and 

inclination; thermal and visual comfort depended on occupant physiology, schedule, and 

activities; daylighting energy conservation; and optimal view through fenestration.

In addition, the optimal shading shape calculated by the method allows the use of larger 

area of high transmittance and thermal resistance glazing, connecting the occupant with the
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The cellular method is especially important for shading fenestration; it can also be utilized, 

with some adjustments, to provide optimal shading forms for shading other building 

components or outdoor spaces. Finally, by utilizing the cellular method three dimensional 

application, architects and planners can design future building forms which provide optimal 

self shading to further support building energy conservation.
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APPENDIX: ENERGY 10 DATA INPUT AND OUTPUT
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